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T

he spring issue of Eye on Psi Chi has some great articles and important information
for our members and chapters. Psi Chi is honored to have an article from Kathy
Blau, Zeno Franco, and Dr. Philip Zimbardo regarding their research on heroism.

It is a very fascinating subject and one I think you will enjoy. Another great contribution to
this issue is the article on the Psych Follies. I hope you will take advantage of the suggestions
in this article. This is a great way for Psi Chi chapters to include a little fun in meetings and
activities.
Psi Chi has two constitutional amendments that are being submitted to chapters for a
vote. Each amendment is important to the organization as a whole. Please hold a chapter
meeting to inform your members about these two amendments and determine how your
chapter will cast its vote on each of these amendments (see page 10).
It is also time to vote for the position of National President-Elect of Psi Chi. At your
next meeting, appoint a member to inform your chapter about the individuals who have
been nominated for this important position. Also, if your chapter is located in the Eastern,
Rocky Mountain, or Western Region, your chapter will have an opportunity to vote for a
regional Vice-President (see page 6).
Each Psi Chi chapter will submit its vote regarding the constitutional amendments and
the elections electronically. Chapters will receive the Email Digest with instructions of how
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Permission must be obtained from the author(s) to reprint or adapt a
table or figure; to reprint quotations exceeding the limits of fair use
from one source, and/or to reprint any portion of poetry, prose, or song
lyrics. All persons wishing to utilize any of the above materials must
write to the original author(s) and publisher to request nonexclusive
world rights in all languages to use copyrighted material in the
present article and in future print and nonprint editions. All persons
wishing to utilize any of the above materials are responsible for
obtaining proper permission from copyright owners and are liable
for any and all licensing fees required. All persons wishing to utilize
any of the above materials must include copies of all permissions
and credit lines with the article submission. Psi Chi does not accept
paid advertising for its publications Eye on Psi Chi or Psi Chi Journal
of Undergraduate Research. The society does not wish to appear to
endorse any particular products or services.
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to vote electronically through the Psi Chi website. The election will be held beginning
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February 1 and ending March 15, 2009.
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Finally, I would like to personally thank each member of the 2009 National Leadership
Conference (NLC) Program Committee—Drs. Susan Krauss Whitbourne (chair), Regan
Gurung, Kate Marsland, and Ken Weaver—for their exceptional leadership in planning
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out of their holiday schedules to attend the conference. I have received a lot of helpful and
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positive feedback from the NLC participants. If you were not able to attend, please take a
moment and review the article from the Program Committee on page 26.
I wish each of you a very successful spring 2009!
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n the last issue of the Eye, I noted that I would
discuss career opportunities in this issue. I
would like to fold together a discussion of career
opportunities with a discussion about maintaining
an active Psi Chi chapter. On the surface, these two
ideas seem disconnected, but I propose that thinking about your career and breathing life into your
local chapter can be mutually reinforcing activities.
This argument is based on two premises: First, you
(and every Psi Chi member) need career guidance.
Second, every chapter can improve its functioning.
I will propose three sets of activities that can assist
you in both career-building and chapter-building.
Networking. I find the word networking to be
cliché. But in this case, it is appropriate. There is
little doubt that gaining successful employment
involves connecting in your field. This is true
regardless of the type of work one pursues. So
networking is important and you should try to
do it. You can begin by building your professional
networks through activities of your local chapter.
Consider three examples: First, your local chapter
could reach out to local professional communities such as counseling and clinical psychologists,
hospital personnel, social workers, or marriage
therapists. But do not overlook other fields in
which Psi Chi members might have interests, such
as human resources, financial services, research
and assessment, and civil service. Once members
of your local chapter make connections with these
professionals, invite them to your campus. I have
served as chapter advisor for 14 years at three different institutions, and during that time my students
and I never had anyone turn down an invitation to
address our chapter. Occasionally, we have offered a
small honorarium for their time, but most of these
folks will speak for free. Inviting speakers to campus
is a great way to network.
Second, schedule field trips and other offcampus events that can provide opportunities to
view organizational settings and develop professional relationships. A field trip can provide more
time to dialog with members of a professional
community and to see first-hand how an organization operates. Third, Psi Chi offers internship
opportunities for its members. Specifically, internships at APS, APA, and the FBI provide fabulous
work experience and a chance to weave yourself
into a professional organization. The Psi Chi website
has application and deadline information for these
placements at www.psichi.org/awards/research_
grants.asp.

Chapter

Skill-Building. In addition to networking, your
local chapter can sponsor activities that will make
you more attractive to employers. Your local chapter
can sponsor GRE preparation workshops and study
groups, résumé lock-ins, or a reading club in which
chapter members read and discuss articles from
the Eye or other readings. If you are technologically
inclined, you could offer to build your chapter’s
website (and then submit it for the Website Award
at www.psichi.org/awards/chptr_awards2.asp).
All of these activities make you more marketable
and enhance the functioning of your chapter.
Leadership. In January, Psi Chi held its
second biennial National Leadership Conference
in Nashville, Tennessee. It was fabulous! I am
grateful to many people for making this event so
successful: the National Office staff (led by Lisa
Mantooth), Martha Zlokovich, Vincent Prohaska,
Kate Marsland, Ken Weaver, Regan Gerung, and
Susan Krauss Whitborne. The conference touched
many students. But the National Council believes
that we can reach many more students with a
change to Psi Chi’s Constitution. Currently, the
Psi Chi Constitution requires that the National
Leadership Conference take place in the vicinity
of Chattanooga, Tennessee (home of the National
Office), and that it must occur in January. The
Constitution also only allows chapter presidents to
attend. The National Council is extremely eager to
extend leadership opportunities to more students,
in more locations, and during different times of the
year. The only way Psi Chi can do this is to remove
these requirements from the Constitution. The
National Council voted unanimously to bring this
constitutional amendment to the chapters. A change
in the Constitution requires a two-thirds majority
vote of chapters. So I encourage you to go to the
Psi Chi website and vote in favor of removing the
National Leadership Conference from the Psi Chi
Constitution. This will allow Psi Chi to offer leadership opportunities to more members in more places.
In addition to enhancing your own leadership skills
at events like this, the leadership training that you
acquire can be taken back to your local chapter to
enhance its vitality.
Psi Chi is about chapters. Psi Chi is only as good
as the chapters it sponsors. And chapters are only as
good as the members whom they induct. By using
your local chapter to develop your professional
skills, you will be simultaneously building your
own professional credentials and helping your
chapter to stay vital and meaningful to its members.

Chapter Micromanager
or Chapter Leader?

B

y the time you read this edition of the Eye on
Psi Chi, President Obama will have been in
office about a month. In the weeks leading
up to his inauguration, much was made in the news
about his unwillingness to give up his Blackberry
(two Blackberries, by some accounts) rather than
allowing his White House staff to worry about his
schedule and answer his emails. One commentator
compared President Obama’s unwillingness to give
up his Blackberry to President Carter’s micromanaging when he first arrived at the White House;
supposedly Carter went as far as scheduling the
White House tennis courts before turning over such
details to his competent staff.
Having just returned from a successful National
Leadership Conference in January, these news stories about our nation’s presidents made me wonder
about leadership in Psi Chi’s chapters. In particular,
could some chapters’ problems with officers feeling overburdened and members lacking incentive
to participate, stem from leaders not recognizing
the difference between micromanagement and
leadership? Are you a chapter leader or a chapter
micromanager?
A very important aspect of leadership is
delegating tasks, which can be hard for students
or faculty who are accustomed to independently
managing their own affairs while putting in lots of
hard work to control their academic and/or career
destiny. Psi Chi officers tend to be very conscientious
students who sometimes find it hard to trust others
will complete tasks, or do the tasks as well as they
would have. Unfortunately, this attitude results in
officers who don’t allow others to shoulder some of
the burden—officers who aren’t willing to risk losing total control of how things get done. While the
faculty advisor and chapter officers should have an
overarching vision of where they would like to see
their chapter go in the future, getting there should
not be solely the job of this small group. Leaders
who do everything for the chapter may create a
vicious circle where members expect the advisor

and officers to do everything—because the advisor
and officers always do everything!
A related concept is empowering others to perform to their best abilities. Good leaders take the
time to notice what their constituents need, as well
as what individual members can contribute to the
rest of the group. There has to be a balance between
asking people to contribute their best efforts, while
not asking too much of any given individual. This
is especially important to keep in mind if many
of your members work, participate in other
on-campus groups, have obligations in order to
maintain scholarships, or have families of their own.
But once members have agreed to take on a task,
leaders should keep the big picture in front of these
individuals, yet step back and allow them to live up
to their potential and contribute their best efforts.
Admittedly, if your chapter is already experiencing
officer burnout and lack of broad member participation, changing the status quo can be a difficult task.
Maybe one important place to start is by enlisting as
many chapter members as you can to contribute to
that overarching vision in the first place.
One of the tasks that participants engaged in
during the National Leadership Conference was
developing a five-year strategic plan for their
chapters. Participants then worked specifically on
the beginning and end of that plan. They put specific
tasks on paper as they first considered, “if this is
where we would like the chapter to be in five years,
what needs to be done during the spring 2009
semester?”
I would encourage every chapter to develop
a five-year strategic plan, with specific tasks and
goals for each year. In this issue of the Eye, you have
the opportunity to see some of the work that was
accomplished at the NLC (see page 26). Feel free
to use these examples as a jumping-off point for
starting the planning process in your own chapter.
In this way, current officers and members have the
opportunity to lay the groundwork for developing a
stronger chapter now, and well into the future.

Executive
Director’s
Message

Martha S. Zlokovich, PhD
Psi Chi Executive Director
Associate Editor
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President-Elect

2009
Nominees
for PSI CHI

National
Council
Why Vote?
Get into the habit of voting! As part
of the honor society, your chapter
has an opportunity to determine
who will hold the position to
represent your region and influence
decisions on a presidential level.
Another Benefit to Chapters!
If your chapter votes each year,
the chapter or its advisor
becomes a candidate for the
following Psi Chi awards:
Regional Faculty Advisor Award
Denmark Award
Regional Chapter Award
Cousins Award
Model Chapter Award
Not Familiar With the Candidates?
Here are the nominees’ position
and biographical statements for
your review. Remember, all
chapters may vote for the
President-Elect position, but only
chapters in the Eastern, Rocky
Mountain, and Western regions are
eligible to vote for their own VicePresidents this year (next year,
Vice-Presidents for Southwestern,
Southeastern, and Midwestern
regions will be selected).
C’mon. It’s Easy!
Voting is now just a few clicks
away. Your chapter received an
email with a link to our online
ballots. Go to www.psichi.org/
chapters/login.asp with the chapter
administrator login and access
voting through the electronic
ballots/voting section.
Get Involved!

VOTE by March 15!
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Michael D. Hall, PhD
James Madison University (VA)

Rick Kasschau, PhD
University of Houston (TX)

Position Statement:
The most successful psychology students
are typically those who have made wellinformed, early career decisions and
consequently gained relevant experience.
Psi Chi’s stated mission has a career-oriented
focus, and the organization is ideally
suited to provide professional development
information. I have continually been
interested in increasing the availability of
career-relevant information and award/
internship opportunities for Psi Chi’s
members. After extensive involvement in
two regions, I feel that the organization
can do even more. Psychology is becoming
increasingly interdisciplinary, and Psi Chi
can promote awareness of the growing
variety of related jobs. The organization
could establish experiential opportunities
and awards in emerging subdisciplines.
There also is a need to better serve members
who have been either underrepresented
(e.g., diverse populations) or underinvolved
(graduate students). I welcome the chance to
further serve Psi Chi’s members in these and
related ways, and thereby help further realize
the organization’s mission.

Position Statement:
As president, I will support:
• A national committee of Psi Chi members/
chapter advisors with financial expertise to
advise the National Council in managing our
invested funds, currently worth half their
2006 value.

Biographical Statement: Michael Hall is an
associate professor at James Madison University.
He earned his PhD in experimental psychology from
Binghamton University, SUNY. His psychoacoustic
research on speech and music perception has
appeared in top-tier journals. He has chaired
conference sessions for APA, WPA, and the Acoustical
Society of America, and has organized international
meetings of the Society for Music Perception
and Cognition. While teaching at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), he received Psi Chi’s
Regional Faculty Advisor Award, in addition to UNLV’s
highest teaching distinction. He currently serves
on the Southeastern Regional Steering Committee,
which plans Psi Chi events and student awards at
the meeting of SEPA, and previously served on the
corresponding committee for the Western Region.
Dr. Hall joined the Psi Chi National Council as the
Western Regional Vice-President from 2003-05,
serving on Internal and External Affairs committees,
as well as on the Diversity Task Force.

• An effort to increase the number (not the
size) of dispensed money-awards, especially at
the regional conventions, to solve the current
problem of not awarding all available dollars.
• A 1-800 telephone number, to reduce chapter
expenses when contacting the National Office.
• A biannual member/chapter evaluation of
support from the National Office to enhance
informed feedback.
• Providing help for chapters’ concerns (e.g., the
brevity of each student’s length of membership
and service, earlier initiation of members, and
strategies for early identification of quality
students).
• Addressing leadership issues in Eye on Psi
Chi, supplementing the National Leadership
Conference, and fostering leaders within
each chapter.
• Mutually beneficial alliances with other
(international) honor societies.
Biographical Statement: Dr. Richard A. Kasschau
(CASH-aw), professor of psychology at the University of
Houston, earned his PhD from the University of Tennessee.
He has served 35 years as the University of Houston’s elected
Psi Chi chapter advisor. His most recent role was installation
officer for the Psi Chi Chapter at Texas Southern University.
He just completed a four-year (term-limited) service as
Southwestern Regional Vice-President which resulted in a
more than doubling of Psi Chi research submissions to SWPA.
Recently, he supervised the National Council’s assessment
of chapter evaluations of the Psi Chi Service Projects. This
provided a basis for ongoing evaluation/modification of those
projects and for his desire to improve chapter feedback in the
continued operation of Psi Chi. Dr. Kasschau has twice won
the UH’s Teaching Excellence Award. He actively supports
his students’ multi time Model Chapter’s sponsorship of
meetings and activities with local Psi Chi chapters to foster
interchapter exchanges of ideas and strategies.

Regional Vice-Presidents
WESTERN

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN

EASTERN

Jason Young, PhD
Hunter College, CUNY

Eric Landrum, PhD
Boise State University (ID)

Ngoc Bui, PhD
University of La Verne (CA)

Position Statement:

Position Statement:
It’s time to give back. If you read my
biographical statement, you can see how Psi
Chi has given me so many opportunities to
grow, both personally and professionally.
The people you work with in Psi Chi are topnotch, both regionally and in the National
Office. I’ve been active with the Rocky
Mountain Region for some time, working
directly with Regional Vice-Presidents Carla
Reyes and Melanie Domenech Rodríguez.
I’d like to continue their fine work within
the region. As any good candidate for office,
I have some ideas on how to continue and
improve Psi Chi’s outreach efforts to chapters
and Psi Chi members in the Rocky Mountain
Region. Being at Boise State University for
17 years and being active with both Psi Chi
and RMPA, I believe I can continue to work
toward increasing the participation level and
the visibility of the Rocky Mountain Region.

Position Statement:
I believe I should continue to serve one more
term as Western Regional Vice-President
because I am familiar with the processes
of working with the National Council and
have fostered good relationships with the
Western Psychological Association in my
efforts to organize programming at the
annual conventions. I also feel that I can add
unique perspective to the National Council
as a representative for the Western Region
because of my experience as Psi Chi president
while attending school as an undergraduate
student in California and from my experience
currently as Psi Chi chapter advisor. Finally,
I believe that I can continue to help students
and their advisors in this region by promoting
more collaboration among chapters, bringing
in exciting speakers to the WPA conventions,
and providing useful information regarding
graduate school.

Biographical Statement: This year marks my 25th
anniversary of being part of the Psi Chi family. As
an undergraduate, I joined my local Psi Chi chapter
at Monmouth College (IL) in 1983, and was chapter
president my senior year. At Boise State University, I
serve as chapter advisor and often give talks about
issues such as graduate school admissions. I have
coauthored publications with students for the Psi Chi
Journal of Undergraduate Research. Regionally, I’ve
been a frequent participant and organizer of Psi Chi
symposia at RMPA and MPA, and I’ve served as a
steering committee member for RMPA. On the national
level, I’ve served as a member of a Psi Chi task force
and recently served as a member of the External Review
Committee for the Psi Chi National Office. I often review
student submissions to both RMPA and MPA regional
conferences, and I am a frequent contributor to Eye on
Psi Chi.

Biographical Statement: I received my BA in
psychology from California Polytechnic University-Pomona
in 1994, and began working with Psi Chi when I served as
president of the Chapter at Cal Poly. I attended graduate
school at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and earned
my master’s (1997) and doctorate (2000) degrees in
social psychology. I have received the Outstanding Advisor
Award for two consecutive years at the University of La
Verne, and I have received the Western Regional Faculty
Advisor Award from Psi Chi in 2006. I currently serve
as Western Regional Vice-President for Psi Chi National
Honor Society and wish to continue my service to provide
helpful information to my region. I also serve as advisor to
my local Chapter of Psi Chi at the University of La Verne
and work actively with students to promote programs and
opportunities for psychology majors.

The field of psychology is at an exciting crossroads,
and it is a major goal of Psi Chi to make sure our
excellent psychology majors are as involved as
possible in the new avenues of research opening
up. First, American psychologists are forging
links with psychologists in other countries at an
increasing rate and the opportunities for muchneeded cross-cultural research are improving
thanks to the Internet. In addition, the increasing
role of neuroscience in basic psychology studies
indicates that new levels of psychological
explanation (e.g., understanding helping behavior
in terms of relevant neural activity) is becoming
more commonplace. I have served as the Eastern
Regional Vice-President of Psi Chi for the past
two years and am proud that we have taken a step
toward making Psi Chi an honor society with a
more international focus that will hopefully help
foster linkages with faculty and students in other
countries. If elected to a second term, I would also
like to see the organization consider establishing
links with neuroscience organizations to support
broader research opportunities for our Psi Chi
members. In addition, I would like to consider
ways to streamline applications for the many
awards that Psi Chi offers to encourage more
applications from members for funds to support
their research projects.
Biographical Statement: Jason Young, PhD, is associate
professor in the Department of Psychology at Hunter College,
CUNY, and is also on the graduate faculty of the Educational
Psychology program at the CUNY Graduate Center. His
research focuses on the influence of emotions on various
judgment and decision-making processes. Since 1995, he
has been faculty advisor to a very active chapter of Psi Chi,
which has offered major programs to Hunter’s psychology
community involving field trips, speakers on graduate
programs, research talks, a peer advising program with area
high schools, and the 37-year-old Annual Hunter Psychology
Convention, at which students from Psi Chi chapters from
the New York metro area and beyond attend to network
and present research. He has been a reviewer for Psi Chi
research proposals for several years, for proposed student
presentations at both regional and national conferences, and
for various Psi Chi research awards.
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2009 PSI CHI

Regional Convention

SEPA–David Smith, PhD

EPA–George
Loewenstein, PhD

SWPA–Sam Gosling, PhD
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February 18–21, 2009
Psi Chi Southeastern Regional Convention | New Orleans, Louisiana
Uncertainty Monitoring and Metacognition by Humans and Nonhuman Animals
David Smith, PhD | University at Buffalo, SUNY
David Smith received his BA (anthropology) from Yale University (1975), his
MS Ed from the Bank Street College of Education (1977), and his PhD in
experimental psychology from the University of Pennsylvania (1982), where he
attended graduate school as a Danforth Foundation fellow. Dr. Smith served in
the Teacher Corps from 1975–77, teaching prekindergarten, fourth grade, and
sixth-grade science at P. S. 179 in Manhattan’s Spanish Harlem. He was a professor
of psychology at the Graduate Faculty, New School for Social Research (1982–90),
and is a professor at the University at Buffalo, SUNY (1991–present), where he
is also a member of the Center for Cognitive Science. With his colleagues, Dr.
Smith inaugurated a new area of inquiry in comparative psychological research,
demonstrating that some nonhuman animals have capacities for uncertainty
monitoring and mental-state awareness that have strong parallels to those in
humans. His current research in this area is funded by the National Science
Foundation. Dr. Smith also has strong research interests in the cognitive psychology
and cognitive neuroscience of human and animal category learning. His current
research in this area is funded by the National Institute for Child Health and Human
Development.
March 5–8, 2009
Psi Chi Eastern Regional Convention | Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Using Decision Errors to Help People
George Loewenstein, PhD | Carnegie Mellon University (PA)
George Loewenstein is the Herbert A. Simon Professor of Economics and
Psychology at Carnegie Mellon University. He received his PhD from Yale
University in 1985, and since then has held academic positions at the University of
Chicago and Carnegie Mellon University; and fellowships at Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences, the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, the
Russell Sage Foundation, and the Institute for Advanced Study in Berlin. He is one
of the founders of the field of behavioral economics and, more recently, of the field
of neuroeconomics. He is past-president of the Society for Judgment and Decision
Making and a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Dr. Loewenstein’s research focuses on applications of psychology to economics,
and his specific interests include decision making over time, bargaining and
negotiations, psychology and health, law and economics, the psychology of
adaptation, the role of emotion in decision making, and the psychology of curiosity,
conflict of interest, and “out of control” behaviors such as impulsive violent crime
and drug addiction. He has published over 100 journal articles, numerous book
chapters, and has written or edited six books on topics ranging from intertemporal
choice to behavioral economics to emotions.
April 2–4, 2009
Psi Chi Southwestern Regional Convention | San Antonio, Texas
Personality in Everyday Contexts: What Your Stuff Says About You
Sam Gosling, PhD | University of Texas at Austin
Sam Gosling, PhD, is an associate professor of psychology at the University of Texas
at Austin. He did his doctoral work at the University of California, Berkeley, where
his dissertation focused on personality in spotted hyenas. In addition to his animal
work, he also does research on how human personality is manifested in everyday
contexts like bedrooms, offices, webpages, and music preferences. Dr. Gosling’s
environmental research, which is summarized in his book, Snoop: What Your Stuff
Says About You, is based on the idea that the spaces in which we live and work are
rich with information about what we are like. His work has been widely covered in
the media including The New York Times, Psychology Today, NPR, Nightline, and
Good Morning America. Dr. Gosling is the recipient of the APA’s Distinguished
Scientific Award for Early Career Contribution. He lives in Austin, Texas.

Distinguished Lecturers
April 16–18, 2009
Psi Chi Rocky Mountain Regional Convention | Albuquerque, New Mexico
Anger: From Practice to Science and Back
Jerry L. Deffenbacher, PhD | Colorado State University
Jerry L. Deffenbacher, PhD, is a professor laureate of psychology and former
director of training of the APA-approved doctoral program in counseling
psychology in the Department of Psychology at Colorado State University. He is a
fellow of several divisions/societies of the APA, a licensed psychologist, a diplomate
of the American Board of Professional Psychology, and an editorial board member
of five journals. For over twenty years, his research has focused on the nature
and consequences of anger, correlates (including alcohol and substance use) and
risk factors for problematic anger, and effective interventions for anger. Recent
research has focused on angry drivers and on the development and evaluation of
interventions for the reduction of driving anger. His research, in part, has been
funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. In 2000, he coauthored with M. McKay a manual on an
empirically-supported intervention for anger reduction, Overcoming Situational
Anger and General Anger: Therapist Protocol, and an accompanying client manual,
Overcoming Situational Anger and General Anger: Client Manual.

RMPA–Jerry
Deffenbacher, PhD

April 23–26, 2009
Psi Chi Western Regional Convention | Portland, Oregon
Preparing for Life After College: The Quarterlife Crisis and Your ‘Freshman Year’ in the Workplace
Abby Miller | Pell Institute & Paul Hettich, PhD | DePaul University (IL)
Abby Miller coauthored the bestselling Quarterlife Crisis after graduating from
college in 1997 with a bachelor’s in psychology, and without a clue of where to work
or how to get a job. She has since written a practical follow-up guide, Quarterlifer’s
Companion, and created www.quarterlifecrisis.com. She has appeared on Oprah,
Today Show, and CNN, and now conducts Quarterlife workshops, lectures, and
seminars for college seniors, young alumni, and employers of recent graduates. She
is also the manager of research and programs at the Pell Institute for the Study of
Opportunity in Education in Washington, DC.

WPA–Abby Miller
& Paul Hettich, PhD

Paul Hettich, PhD, Professor Emeritus at DePaul University, was an Army
personnel psychologist, program evaluator in an education R&D lab, and a
corporate applied scientist—positions that created a “real world” foundation for his
career in college teaching and administration. He was inspired to coauthor Connect
College to Career: A Student Guide to Work and Life Transitions (2005) by graduates
and employers who revealed a major disconnect between university and workplace
expectations, cultures, and practices.
April 30–May 2, 2009
Psi Chi Midwestern Regional Convention | Chicago, Illinois
Welcome to Your Brain: The Science of Jet Lag, Love, and Other Curiosities of Everyday Life
Sam Wang, PhD | Princeton University (NJ, Neuroscience Institute)
Sam Wang, PhD, is an associate professor in the Department of Molecular Biology
and the Neuroscience Institute at Princeton University. He grew up in Indiana
and California, majored in physics at Caltech, and holds a doctorate in neuroscience from Stanford University School of Medicine. His career includes research at
Duke University Medical Center and at Bell Labs Lucent Technologies. He has also
done science and education policy work for the Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources as a congressional fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. He has published fifty articles on the brain in leading scientific journals, including Nature, Nature Neuroscience, Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, and Neuron. He the recipient of a National Science Foundation
Young Investigator Award and is an Alfred P. Sloan Fellow and a W. M. Keck
Foundation Distinguished Young Scholar. He is a coauthor of the book, Welcome to
Your Brain: Why You Lose Your Car Keys but Never Forget How to Drive and Other
Puzzles of Everyday Life.

MPA–Sam Wang, PhD

PHOTO: Laura Straus
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Amendments

T

he Psi Chi National Council has
approved, by a 2/3 majority vote, the
following two proposals for amendments
to the Psi Chi Constitution.
According to Article XVI, Amendment Of
Constitution, Section 2, Psi Chi members have the
opportunity to write in support of or in opposition
to the amendments. As presented here, the letters
of opposition are followed by letters in support.
The amendments themselves are repeated at the
end of the section.
The National Office sent an Email Digest on
January 30 to chapters regarding the voting
process for the proposed amendments. Psi Chi
chapters will be eligible to vote using the online
voting portal on the Psi Chi website. The chapters
will have 60 days to vote and ballots are due to the
National Office by April 1. If an amendment is
approved by three-fourths of the chapters voting,
the amendment will go into effect immediately and
will be announced in a future issue of Eye on Psi
Chi and on the Psi Chi website (www.psichi.org).

Letters of Opposition [INTERNATIONAL]

I

am opposed to making Psi Chi an International Honor Society
as there is insufficient reason to do so at the present, and benefits
that are available to national chapters should remain available to
those who developed and sustained this great organization. We are a
scholarly society, not a charity. Our resources should remain within
the context that shaped Psi Chi.
Charles Callahan, PhD
Molloy College Psi Chi Chapter | Moderator

I

would like this letter to represent a statement AGAINST
changing the Psi Chi Constitution at this time from the National
Honor Society in Psychology to an International Honor Society
in Psychology. As a National Past-President of Psi Chi, I am on
record as not being opposed to the nurturing of global psychology
initiatives. In fact, the current Psi Chi Constitution has (for many,
many years) allowed for affiliate chapters to develop in other
countries. To my knowledge, even with this door being wide open,
over 99% of the existing Psi Chi chapters are in the United States.
To my knowledge, Psi Chi is incorporated as the National Honor
Society in Psychology. And, all of Psi Chi’s membership materials,
awards, merchandise, etc., bear the designation Psi Chi, National
Honor Society in Psychology. Moreover, Psi Chi has millions of
dollars in resources that are the direct result of revenues from Psi Chi
national chapters that are currently designated as funds to be used to
support work in psychology by students and faculty members in the
United States.
This letter speaks AGAINST changing Psi Chi from a National
Honor Society to an International Honor Society at this time
because the organization should set some prerequisites before
such a change is actually expedited. I believe that Psi Chi should
not change its foundation purpose for existing until it can show
at least a 10–15 percent existence of its chapters/affiliate chapters
being from countries other than the United States. I believe that Psi
Chi should first show a substantial growth in international affiliate
chapters before it starts to designate the allocation of its resources
and energies to international initiatives. I believe that Psi Chi should
not at this time force the changing of its organizational regalia, etc.,
from “National” to “International” wording... when in reality Psi Chi
is, at this time, a National Honor Society in Psychology by way of its
day-to-day operations and actual membership.
In sum, the Psi Chi Constitution should NOT be changed at this time
merely to serve as a vehicle to promote “global” psychology. Instead,
Psi Chi should promote a number of initiatives to first demonstrate
that international affiliates exist to the degree that the national
organization should change its scope of operation from National to
International.
Robert Youth, PhD
Psi Chi National Past-President [2005–06]
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Letters of Support [INTERNATIONAL & NLC]

I

am writing this letter in support of the proposed Psi Chi
Constitutional amendment to make Psi Chi, the National Honor
Society in Psychology an international organization in name.
Our society currently accepts international chapters, once we have
verified their qualifications. However, our name does not reflect
our expanding mission and scope, which is to include international
chapters. I support this proposed amendment.
Ngoc Bui, PhD
University of La Verne (CA)
Psi Chi Western Regional Vice-President

I

strongly support amending the Psi Chi Constitution to make
Psi Chi the International Honor Society in Psychology. These
amendments are recommended by the Psi Chi International Task
Force and approved by the Psi Chi National Council. As a former
National President of Psi Chi, I have seen the need for this change for
some time.
In a changing world, with psychology growing rapidly in many
countries, Psi Chi must become more actively international to fulfill
its scholarly and scientific purpose. The proposed amendments will
make Psi Chi actively international.
Although Psi Chi is already international (chapters in Canada
and Ireland), the word “National” appears frequently (more than
70 times) in the Psi Chi constitution and may discourage further
international expansion. The amendments will remove this barrier
and encourage psychology students and faculty in other countries to
establish Psi Chi chapters.
If you believe, as I do, that psychology should lead the way in
building bridges across national boundaries, you have an historic
opportunity to promote international understanding by supporting
the proposed amendments. With more chapters in other countries,
Psi Chi members, both students and faculty, will have opportunities
for cross-cultural and international programs such as student and
faculty exchanges, and collaborative research.
Psi Chi members can become some of the best ambassadors
for international understanding. Today’s generation has the
opportunity to create a much more harmonious world than we have
at present. Psi Chi can significantly contribute by becoming actively
international.
Many of psychology’s future leaders will come from today’s Psi
Chi members. You can begin to exercise your leadership right now
in your chapter by publicizing and promoting the amendments
contained in Proposal 1. Be sure that your chapter casts its vote
to approve the proposed amendments. Help make Psi Chi the
International Honor Society in Psychology.
John Davis, PhD
Texas State University–San Marcos
Psi Chi National Past-President [2006-07]

I

’m writing to urge chapters to support both of the amendments
to the constitution. The first amendment is a significant step in
allowing Psi Chi to embrace the idea of a global society wherein
psychological science can play an important role across many
cultures. The amendment makes Psi Chi a selective society in terms
of honors but an inclusive society in terms of geographic location.
The second amendment is important to allowing Psi Chi to
develop programming that best services students across all chapters
and provides needed flexibility for the future for us to best respond
to student needs. Both of these amendments were carefully
considered and represent strong positive policy making that is
student oriented.
Betsy L. Morgan, PhD
University of Wisconsin–La Crosse
Psi Chi Midwestern Regional Vice-President

I

strongly believe in and support the effort to make Psi Chi
international in emphasis and scope. I believe that this is in
line with the vision of those who founded Psi Chi. As the world
has come closer together in many respects academically, it has
drawn further apart in other ways. I believe education is the key
to promoting the view of global community that will combat the
isolationist and “us versus them” views that seem to promote hate
and terrorism. Psychology enjoys a lot of international interaction
and merging of views. I believe Psi Chi will be taking its ability
to fulfill its mission to the next level by recognizing this fact in its
Constitution.
Randall E. Osborne, PhD
Texas State University–San Marcos
Psi Chi Southwestern Regional Vice-President
[The Texas State University–San Marcos Chapter of Psi Chi is in agreement with
Dr. Osborne’s statement of support of the amendments related to making Psi Chi
international.]

Support for Psi Chi’s Plan to Amend Its Constitution in Support
of International Chapters

I

wish to provide the strongest support possible for the planned
amendments to the Psi Chi Constitution that will enable the
creation of chapters of Psi Chi in psychology programs of colleges
and universities outside the United States. Provided that these
programs meet the existing requirements applied to U.S. psychology
programs, I feel expanding Psi Chi’s reach can only improve its
relevance to a field that is itself becoming far more internationally
focused.
Jason Young, PhD
Hunter College, CUNY
Psi Chi Eastern Regional Vice-President
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Letters of Support [INTERNATIONAL & NLC]
International Psi Chi?

S

hould Psi Chi become an international honor society?
Psi Chi’s international presence dates from 1966, when
the APA delegation to the International Congress of
Psychology in Moscow included then-Executive Director Ruth
H. Cousins, who represented Psi Chi in Russia.
Since then, Psi Chi Council has often discussed expansion
into an international society, for a few reasons: (1) We know
American psychology would not be the same without Psi Chi,
which has had strong positive impact on U.S. psychology, as
documented by a few researchers (F. L. Denmark, J. D. Hogan,
H. Takooshian); (2) As valuable as student organizations are in
the USA, they are virtually unknown outside the USA; and (3)
Psi Chi chapters at schools outside the USA likely would become
high-impact groups in other nations, while also enriching Psi
Chi in the USA, and serving as a model for other honor societies
in the Association of Collegiate Honor Societies (ACHS). Psi
Chi made history in 1999, while marking its 70th anniversary,
by hosting an international symposium at APA in Boston that
caused the founding of the first International Student Psychology
Organization (IPSO)—http://www.psychologystudents.org/
history.htm, as listed in Eye on Psi Chi in 2002,
http://www.psichi.org/pubs/articles/article_355.asp.
Psi Chi Council made a few steps towards becoming
international under Ruth Cousins and Bernie Lubin in the
1980s, Joe Horvat and Harold Takooshian in the 1990s, then
John Davis—with surveys and outreaches to overseas groups,
and a series of invitations to many schools outside the 50 states
(18 in Puerto Rico, 50 in Canada, a dozen “American Colleges”
overseas). Yet there were a few tall hurdles in the past: (1) funds
transfer in U.S. dollars; (b) costs for mailing magazines overseas;
and (c) language. Happily, these are much less barriers in just the
past 10 years, with the use of Internet to replace mail, and credit
cards for funds transfer.
Harold Takooshian, PhD
Fordham University (NY)
Psi Chi National Past-President [1998-99]

The View of the Psi Chi National Council

D

ue to the interest of colleges and universities outside of the
United States of America to charter Psi Chi Chapters at
their institutions, the National Council approves amending
the Psi Chi Constitution to be inclusive of international chapters:
this includes references to the governing body of Psi Chi, the
offices at the corporate level, and other terms that may alienate
institutions, chapters, or members that reside outside of the
United States of America.
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Letter of Support for Proposed Constitutional Amendments
to Section 4 and Section 7 of Article VII

I

write this letter in support of the proposed amendment to
Article VII: Section 4 and in support of the addition of
Section 7 to Psi Chi’s Constitution. As President-Elect, I think
it is important for me to state that amending Section 4 should not
be construed as a lessening in Psi Chi’s resolve to offer support and
resources that enable our chapter officers to develop into leaders of
distinction. All of the members of Psi Chi’s Executive Council are
aware that we can count among our current Psi Chi members the
future leaders in psychology and academe. Therefore, it is in the
best interest of Psi Chi to provide the opportunities, support, and
resources for our members to develop their leadership skills.
However, the language of Article VII: Section 4 is too restrictive
and places limits on Psi Chi’s ability to provide the support and
resources for our student leaders. First, by specifying that a National
Leadership Conference (NLC) must occur every two years means
that the large amount of resources that are expended on a national
conference are not available to support other resources such as
supporting annual leadership workshops at regional conferences or
developing web resources for leadership training. Moreover, because
Section 4 stipulates that the NLC must be held in proximity to
national headquarters puts an undue financial hardship on members
who must travel great distances to attend—even with Psi Chi’s
partial travel reimbursement. This undue hardship will become even
more pronounced in the event that Psi Chi becomes international
in scope. Finally, while the 2007 NLC was a great success, the fact is
that due to logistical and budgetary reasons, only about 100 student
attendees can ever attend a NLC. However, we have well over 1,000
active chapters and we need to attain our goal of finding better ways
of providing leadership training to all interested Psi Chi members.
Having a NLC just isn’t a feasible way of accomplishing this goal of
reaching out to all of our student leaders all of the time.
Furthermore, I believe that the proposed addition of Section 7
to Article VII will allow us to reach this goal. This section stipulates
that Psi Chi “will be responsible for providing, on an annual basis,
activities and opportunities that advance the leadership skills and
abilities of Psi Chi members...”. In effect, Section 7 maintains
the intent and broadens the scope of Section 4. By adopting
Section 7, Psi Chi will be in a stronger position to attain its goal
of finding effective ways of providing leadership training to all
interested Psi Chi members. I hope you will join me in support
of these two constitutional amendments. Thank you.
Alvin Wang, PhD
The Burnett Honors College, University of Central Florida
Psi Chi National President-Elect

Amendments

Winter 2009 Proposed Amendments to the Psi Chi Constitution
Proposal 1
To amend the Psi Chi Constitution in the following 10 ways in order to make Psi Chi
The International Honor Society in Psychology:
1. Change the description of Psi Chi in Article II, Purpose from “national” to “international”.
2. Change the name of the “National Office” to “Central Office” throughout the Constitution.
3. Change the name of the “National Council” to “Board of Directors” throughout the
Constitution.

Proposal 1
The current Psi Chi Constitution may
be viewed on the Psi Chi website at:
www.psichi.org/about/constitution.asp

A version of the Psi Chi Constitution that
incorporates the proposed international
amendments may be viewed on the
Psi Chi website at:
www.psichi.org/pdf/amendments.pdf

4. Change “national convention” to “Society annual convention” throughout the
Constitution.
5. Change “national Society” to “Central Office of the Society” and change “national dues or
assessments” to “Central Office dues or assessments” in Article III, Members, Section 3,
and change “national fees or dues” to “Central Office fees or dues” in Article III, Members,
Section 8.
6. Change “national committee” to “Society committee” in Article IV, Officers, Section 5, and
“national committees” to “Society committees” in Article V, Duties Of Officers, Section 2.
7. Change “National Leadership Conference” to “Psi Chi Leadership Conference” and “NLC”
to “LC” in Article VII, National Council, Section 4.
8. Change “national policy” to “Society policy” in Article XI, Voting Other Than In A
Meeting, Section 1.
9. Change Article IX, Regions, Section 3 to state “Each chapter in a country other than the
United States of America will be assigned to one of the regions as determined by the Board
of Directors.”
10. Change the first sentence in Article XII, Chapters, Section 1 to read: “A chapter of
the Society may be established, maintained, or reactivated in a college or university
in the United States of America or in countries other than the United States”; change
“international affiliate chapters” to “chapters” and change “that country” to “other
countries” in Article XII, Chapters, Section 2.

Proposal 2
Proposed amendment to delete all references to the National Leadership Conference
in Article VII Section 4 of the constitution and add Article VII Section 7 and
Article X Section 2D.
Article VII Section 7. The National Council shall be responsible for providing, on an annual
basis, activities and opportunities that advance the leadership skills and abilities of Psi Chi
members, especially chapter officers and faculty advisors. Such activities and opportunities may
include but are not limited to: special leadership training programs/speakers at the regional
conventions, grants and awards, a leadership conference at the national or regional level, and
assistance to chapters.
Article X Section 2D. The Leadership Committee shall plan and recommend to the National
Council activities and opportunities to advance the leadership skills and abilities of Psi Chi
members, especially chapter officers and faculty advisors. The Committee also shall be responsible for implementing and assessing the activities and opportunities approved by the National
Council. The President-Elect and Executive Director shall serve as cochairs of the Committee.
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Awards & Grants

P

si Chi is pleased to
offer over $300,000
in awards and grants
to its members each year.
Don’t miss the exciting
opportunities and funding
these programs provide!
Here are the some upcoming
deadlines to add to your
chapter calendar or website:

March 1
APS Summer Research Grant
Summer Research Grants
April 1
Kay Wilson Leadership Award
May 1
Allyn & Bacon Psychology Awards
Erlbaum Award in Cognitive Science
Guilford Undergraduate Research
Awards

Undergraduate
Psychology Research
Conference Grants
Psi Chi is pleased to announce
the recipients of the 2008-09
Undergraduate Psychology Research
Conference Grants. The National
Council allocated $15,000 this
year, which is intended to support
local and regional undergraduate
psychology research conferences
that are sponsored by one or more
schools. To be eligible for a grant, at
least one of the schools sponsoring
the conference must have a Psi Chi
chapter. Grant recipients (schools
funded and the title of their
conference) for this year are listed
below.
Arizona State University
Arizona Psi Chi Undergraduate Research
Convention
Austin Peay State University (TN)
Middle Tennessee Psychological Association
Conference
California State University, San Marcos
16th Annual Psychology Student Research Fair
The College of Wooster (OH)
23rd Annual Ohio Undergraduate
Psychology Research Conference
Hawaii Pacific University
3rd Annual Hawaii Pacific University
Psychology Program Conference & Awards
Dinner Banquet
Knox College (IL)
ILLOWA Undergraduate Psychology Conference
Lebanon Valley College (PA)
Lebanon Valley College Social Science
Undergraduate Conference
Long Island University, CW Post Campus (NY)
Long Island Psychology Conference
Mount Saint Mary College (NY)
Mid-Hudson Psychology Research Conference
Mount Union College (OH)
The Interdisciplinary Conference for the
Behavioral Sciences
Pace University (NY)
Pace University Annual Psychology Conference
The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey
Psi Chi Undergraduate Psychology
Research Conference
University at Albany, SUNY
Autism Awareness Day at UAlbany
University of the Sciences in Philadelphia (PA)
Philadelphia Area Psi Chi Psychology Research
Conference
West Virginia University
Tri-State Undergraduate Psychology
Research Conference
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Undergraduate Research Grant Winners
Eleven undergraduates and seven graduates were recipients of Psi Chi
Research Grants that were due November 1. This grant program provides
funds for Psi Chi members to defray the cost of conducting a research
project. The 2008-09 winners, along with their schools, research advisors,
and project titles, are listed below.
Undergraduate Winners

Graduate Winners

Anna Beninger
Claremont McKenna College (CA)
Dr. Diane F. Halpern (research advisor)
“Ask For It: The Impact of Self-Esteem,
Situational Characterization, and Gender on
the Propensity to Initiate Negotiation”

Jessica Cundiff
Pennsylvania State University
Dr. Theresa Vescio (research advisor)
“The Role of Stereotype Endorsement in
Attributing Outcomes to Discrimination”

Paul Charles Condon
Gonzaga University (WA)
Dr. Anna Marie Medina (research advisor)
“Does Language Influence Perception of Emotion?
Evidence From Novice, Bilingual and Native
English Speakers”

Frank J. Farach
Yale University (CT)
Dr. Teresa Treat (research advisor)
“Effects of Trait Anxiety and Manipulated Mood
on the Temporal Allocation of Attention to
Emotional Information”

Toniea P. Harrison
Wesleyan College (GA)
Dr. Brooke Bennett-Day (research advisor)
“Comparing the Efficacies of Dopaminergic
Reward and Olfaction in Face Recognition”

Rachel W. Friendly
Clark University (MA)
Dr. Wendy Grolnick (research advisor)
“Don’t Worry You’ll be Fine: Effects of
Preparation Style on Children’s Reactions to
Disappointment”

Janel Hodge
Edinboro University (PA)
Dr. Peter McLaughlin (research advisor)
“Cannabinergic-Cholinergic Interactions on Time
Estimation and Episodic Memory in the Peak
Procedure”

Catherine R. Glenn
Stony Brook University (NY)
Dr. E. David Klonsky (research advisor)
“Emotional Deficits Underlying Self-Injury:
A Psychophysiological Investigation”

Jennifer Huffman
Baldwin-Wallace College (OH)
Dr. Andrew Mickley (research advisor)
“Enriched Environments Reverses Deficits Caused
by Prenatal Corticosterone Exposure”
Kelly N. McWhorter
Southwestern University (TX)
Dr. Jacqueline Muir-Broaddus (research advisor)
“The Effects of Presentation Rate on Memory,
Creativity, and Ego-Depletion”
Erica Masi
Saint Michael’s College (VT)
Dr. Melissa Vanderkaay Tomasulo
(research advisor)
“The Impact of Different Types of Friendship
Support During Psychosocial Stress on
Cardiac Reactivity and Salivary Cortisol
Levels”
Adam M. P. Miller
Providence College (RI)
Dr. Jennifer Van Reet (research advisor)
“An Investigation Into the Role of Learning in
Mate Preferences”
Jessica Schubert
Pennsylvania State University–Erie
Dr. Dawn Blasko (research advisor)
“Effects of Anxiety and Working Memory on
Schema-Based Object Recognition”
Jessica Stephan
Monmouth University (NJ)
Dr. Gary Lewandowski (research advisor)
“Call Me: The Influence of Ego Depletion on
Relationship Initiation”
Andrew W. Walker
University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Dr. Rick Bevins (research advisor)
“Training Nicotine as a Negative Feature Results
in Retarded Acquisition of a Nicotine-Evoked
Conditioned Response in an Appetitive
Pavlovian Conditioning Task in Rats”

Mary Clare Kane
University of Illinois at Chicago
Dr. David Wirtshafter (research advisor)
“Asymmetrical Fos Expression in the Unilateral
6-OHDA Model in Rats”
Deranda Lester
University of Memphis (TN)
Dr. Charles Blaha (research advisor)
“Neuronal Pathways Mediating Dopamine Release
Evoked by Deep Brain Stimulation of the
Subthalamic Nucleus for the Treatment of
Parkinson’s Disease”
Amanda R. W. Steiner
University of Virginia
Dr. James Coan (research advisor)
“The Regulation of Emotion in Older Adults”

Awards & Grants

2007-08 Thelma Hunt Grant Winners

2008-09 Thelma Hunt Grants

Lauren Scharff, PhD
Stephen F. Austin State University (TX)
Brandon G. Scott, University of
New Orleans

Ngoc Bui, PhD, chair of the Psi Chi Research Grants Committee, has
announced the winners of the 2008-09 Thelma Hunt Research Grants.
The winners are as follows:
Ashley Kasperski, Saint Ambrose University (IA)
Judith Correa-Kaiser, PhD (research advisor)
“The Perceptions of Psi Chi Members on the Importance of Research Experiences on
Admittance to Doctoral Programs”

“An Implementation and
Evaluation of Online Geographical
Maps of Psi Chi Chapters”
Psi Chi chapters are encouraged
to contact each other and share
resources in order to better support
the mission of Psi Chi. As recipients
of the 2007–08 Thelma Hunt Grant,
we attempted to facilitate chapter
collaborations by creating an
online chapter map resource for the
National Psi Chi website. We used
surveys to capture the frequency
and ease with which respondents
obtained contact information
about other chapters. While the
number of collaborations did not
increase during the 2.5-month
period when the new chapter maps
were available, the vast majority of
respondents indicated such maps
would increase the likelihood of
them contacting other chapters.
There was also a significant increase
in the ease of finding chapter
contact and location information.
Dr. Lauren Scharff has been a psychology
professor at Stephen F. Austin State
University (TX) since 1993, but is currently
serving as distinguished visiting professor
in the Department of Behavioral Sciences
and Leadership at the United States Air
Force Academy. At Stephen F. Austin State
University, she served as Psi Chi advisor
since 2001, and under her leadership at
the Psi Chi chapter received the 2004-05
Regional Chapter Award for the Southwest
Region and the 2006-07 National Chapter
Award. Dr. Scharff received the 2004-05
Regional Faculty Advisor Award, the 200607 Denmark National Faculty Advisor award,
and served on the Psi Chi Regional Steering
Committee from 2002-2006.
Dr. Scharff teaches introductory
psychology, research methods,
biopsychology, perception courses, and a
teaching seminar. Her research interests
include visual perception and web site
usability, although her research efforts with
students go in many other directions. Dr.
Scharff is the current president of SWPA.
The 2007-08 Thelma Hunt Research
Grant winners were Drs. Lauren Scharff
and Matthew J. Zagumny. Their projects
can be read in their entirety at
at www.psichi.org.

Kristine M. Kelly, PhD, Western Illinois University
“Creating a Culture of Integrity: A Proactive Approach to Encourage Academic Honesty”
Tristan Nelson, Utah State University
Melanie Domenech Rodríguez, PhD (research advisor)
“Stress Levels and Sources of Occupational Stress in Psi Chi Faculty Advisors”

Lauren Scharff, PhD

Psi Chi congratulates the 2008-09 winners, who each received up to
$3,000 to conduct their research. The abstracts of their research
findings will be published in an upcoming issue of Eye on Psi Chi.

May 1 | Deadline
for Guilford, Allyn &
Bacon, and
Erlbaum Awards

Annette J. Lynch, Matthew J. Zagumny, PhD, and J. Dennis Butler

Matthew J. Zagumny, PhD, J. Dennis Butler, MA, and
Annette J. Lynch, Tennessee Technological University
“High on Success? Alcohol and Drug Use as a
Coping Strategy Among Honor Students”
This study utilized online survey methodology to assess the frequency and
intensity of intoxicant use and social activities as strategies to cope with
unique academic stressors faced by honor students. Usable responses from
a national sample of 827 Psi Chi and non-Psi Chi members showed that
members reported more frequent alcohol use than nonmembers (p < .016).
There were no significant differences between members and nonmembers
for other drug use. Results also indicate that members are significantly more
involved in regular community service activities compared to their non-Psi
Chi counterparts (p < .04). Greater community involvement by members
clearly demonstrates the positive influence of Psi Chi membership. Yet,
chapters may need to address various stress-coping strategies, especially
alcohol use.
Dr. Matthew Zagumny is professor of psychology at Tennessee Technological University
in Cookeville, TN, and has been coadvisor of the Psi Chi Chapter since 1994. In addition to
teaching Statistics and Research Methods courses, he supervises undergraduate senior
theses and actively involves Psi Chi members in his multiple research projects. Dr. Zagumny’s
research agenda includes examination of psychosocial models of health promotion behaviors,
including sexual behavior, impaired driving interventions, and alcohol/drug use. He has an
active international health psychology research agenda including Poland, Eastern Europe,
and most recently, Turkey. Dr. Zagumny is the developer of the AIDS Health Belief Scale
(1998) and the Contemporary Homoprejudice Scale (CHpS, 2007) which he recently tested
with colleagues at the University of Ankara (TR) and Hacettepe University (TR) in addition to
examining cross-cultural validity of sexual behavior models and intoxicant abuse models.

If you are planning to submit
your research paper for this year’s
competition for Psi Chi’s Guilford
Undergraduate Research Awards,
Allyn & Bacon Psychology Awards,
or Erlbaum Awards in Cognitive
Science, remember that your
submission must be received
online by May 1, 2009. All Psi Chi
members are eligible to submit
research that was completed while
the member was an undergraduate,
with the exception of the Erlbaum
Awards, which also offers an award
for a graduate student paper. Cash
prizes for the awards are as follows:
Guilford Awards
$1,000 for first place, $650 for
second place, and $350 for third
place
Allyn & Bacon Awards
$1,000 for first place, $650 for
second place, and $350 for third
place
Erlbaum Awards
$500 for the first place
undergraduate submission and
$500 for the first place graduate
submission
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Get Involved

in national organizations
2009 Psi Chi National Elections

Vote on Amendments to the Psi Chi Constitution

Recently, the call for nominations was done electronically
through the Psi Chi website. On page 6, you will find position and
biographical statements for regional (Eastern, Rocky Mountain,
and Western) Vice-President candidates and for the National
President-Elect position.

Just a reminder, two proposals for amendments (see page 10)
to the Psi Chi Constitution need your attention as a chapter!
Proposal 1 asks chapters to decide if Psi Chi should change
its status as a national organization to an international one.
Proposal 2 is an amendment concerning the National Leadership
Conference. Voting on amendments is a great exercise in the
policy-making process and gives chapter members an opportunity to interact and come to a consensus on national issues.
Your vote is important on April 1—make it count!

[The Nomination/Election Committee considers the qualifications of all candidates for office and
proposes at least one nominee (no more than two) for each office to be filled.]

Now that voting is easily accessible online, Psi Chi encourages
ALL chapters to participate in deciding our future leaders. Please
use the following as a guide to the voting process.
On February 1, election ballot information regarding the
candidates for Psi Chi’s National Council and how to vote
online was sent to all Psi Chi chapters.

1
2

Chapters should plan to organize a chapter meeting where
all members can be present when the candidates for office
are announced. Use this meeting time to read the candidates’
biographical information, their position statements, and their
goals for their term of office. Have your chapter make an
informed decision about selecting which candidate your members think would best benefit your chapter and the Society.

3

To access the electronic ballot, your Psi Chi chapter president, with assistance from the faculty advisor as needed,
should log in as a chapter administrator between February 1 and
March 15 on the Psi Chi website at
www.psichi.org/chapters/login.asp

If your chapter has lost its chapter administrator login information, it can be emailed to your chapter’s current email contact by
going to www.psichi.org/chapters/login_forgot.asp

4

On the menu that appears after successfully logging in, a
new section for electronic ballots/voting will appear in the
list of administrator options. Click on that section’s link to continue. This section will only be visible
a) between the dates of February 1 and March 15, and
b) if your chapter has not previously cast its vote.

5

You will be presented with your chapter’s ballot(s). All
chapters will have a ballot and be able to vote for the Psi Chi
National President-Elect position. All chapters in the Eastern,
Rocky Mountain, and Western Regions will also have a ballot and
be able to vote for their region’s vice-president (the other three
regions’ vice-presidents are elected in odd-numbered years).

6

Select the ballot you want to cast a vote for, choose the candidate your chapter has selected, and click on the “Submit
Ballot” button. A confirmation screen will appear with your
candidate selection, and if necessary, allow you to cancel your
vote and resubmit it if you made an error. Just as with mail ballots, once you submit your vote, you cannot edit or change your
vote. Please contact the Psi Chi National Office if you have any
questions about voting.
email: psichi@psichi.org | phone: (423) 756-2044
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Discount for Joining National Organization

The Association for Psychological Science (APS) is pleased to give
undergraduate student members of Psi Chi a discounted student
membership rate of $25 (per year). Join now and your membership will be good through the end of 2009. Apply online at
www.psichi.org/pdf/2009_PSI_CHI_ad.pdf

Six APS Summer Research Grants
Available for 2009
Psi Chi is pleased to be partnering with the Association for
Psychological Science (APS) to offer six summer research grants
again in 2009. Each grant provides the student with a $3,500
stipend to conduct research with an APS sponsor over the summer. The sponsor receives $1,500, making the total value of each
grant $5,000. This spring, APS will provide Psi Chi a list of APS
members who are willing to sponsor a student for the summer to
conduct research. This list will be posted on Psi Chi’s website at
the address listed below. Interested members can refer to the list
and contact sponsors to arrange summer projects. Ideally, applicants will apply to work with mentors in institutions outside of
their own institution. Preference will be given to projects that are
spearheaded by the grant applicant, encompass all aspects of the
research process, and might result in a first-authored publication
or presentation by the applicant. The deadline for submissions for
this grant is March 1.
www.psichi.org/awards/aps_sponsors.asp

Email Digests Provide Latest News, Helpful Tips
The Psi Chi Digest provides breaking news, reminders about
deadlines, direct links to Psi Chi website resources, and the latest
information about time-sensitive events such as registrations,
elections, and chapter reports. Any Psi Chi member can subscribe
to the Psi Chi Digest at no charge. If your chapter has not been
receiving the Psi Chi Digest, contact the National Office and give
us your chapter’s email address. If your chapter does not have a
permanent email address, check with your school about obtaining
one. With more than 1,000 chapters, it is very difficult to keep
up with addresses that change from year to year. Permanent
addresses ensure that chapters continue to receive information on
a timely basis.

Get Involved

in the community

2009 calendar

ACHS/Washington Internship
Institute Scholarship

National Service Projects
for 2008-09

The Washington Internship Institute (WII)
offers internship opportunities in government
agencies, nonprofit organizations, and businesses in Washington, DC, each fall, spring,
and summer. Interns spend four days a week
at the internship site and spend one day a week
in classes that bridge theory and practice. Psi
Chi members are eligible for a $500 meritbased scholarship that is cosponsored by the
Association of College Honor Societies and
WII. The application deadlines for the 10-week
summer 2009 internships are February 15 (early
deadline) and March 15, 2009.

Psi Chi congratulates its 1000+ chapters for
their participation in service-related projects
and encourages all Psi Chi chapters to continue
contributing their time, efforts, and skills.
Psi Chi currently supports three avenues
for chapter service. The first national service
project is a continuation of the Adopt-A-Shelter
project, which provides services to shelters and
those in need at the local level. Second is participation with Habitat for Humanity, which
provides shelter for low-income families. Third
is Food Drives, which provides an opportunity
for Psi Chi chapters to serve their local communities by gathering food for a local organization
or other population.
In addition to these three National Service
Projects, many other service project options
are listed on the Psi Chi website. Some of these
projects include volunteering at Red Cross or an
after-school program, or serving as a tutor for
new psychology majors and freshmen.

www.wiidc.org

Brain Awareness Week [March 16-22, 2009]
The Psi Chi National Council encourages Psi
Chi chapters to participate in Brain Awareness
Week (BAW), March 16-22, 2009. The Dana
Alliance for Brain Initiatives developed BAW in
1996 as a public awareness campaign.
“Brain Awareness Week is an international
effort organized by the Dana Alliance for Brain
Initiatives to advance public awareness about
the progress and benefits of brain research. The
Dana Alliance is joined in the campaign by partners in the United States and around the world,
including medical and research organizations;
patient advocacy groups; the National Institutes
of Health, and other government agencies;
service groups; hospitals and universities; K-12
schools; and professional organizations.” (Dana
Alliance for Brain Initiatives, 2007).
Chapters might consider developing programs for their campus and/or visiting local
schools to give presentations about psychological
research dealing with the brain. Talk with your
Psi Chi faculty advisor about how to develop a
BAW program. The Dana Alliance also provides
suggestions for and links to BAW educational
programs on its education website.
The Society for Neuroscience (SFN), a partner in the BAW initiative, also provides a variety
of resources that will help your chapter develop
presentations and programs. You can find links
to these resources at the SFN website.
References
Dana Alliance for Brain Initiatives. (2007). Brain awareness week. Retrieved
November 19, 2007, from http://brainweek.dana.org

www.dana.org/brainweek

www.psichi.org/chapters/serviceprojects.asp

APA/TOPSS Ethnic Minority
Recruiting Project
If you would like to share your enthusiasm for
psychology with high school students, consider
participating in the American Psychological
Association/Teachers of Psychology in
Secondary Schools (APA/TOPSS) Ethnic
Minority Recruiting Project. The goal of this
program is to encourage ethnic minority high
school students to consider pursuing careers
in psychology by introducing them to ethnic
minority role models in psychology and providing them with career information.
Chapters are encouraged to work with local
high school teachers, community college and
4-year college students and teachers, graduate
students, and psychologists in the community to
develop educational sessions for ethnic minority
high school students similar to the Pilot Projects
described on the APA/TOPSS Ethnic Minority
Recruiting website. The website contains more
specific information about developing and
presenting programs for this project as well as
contact information for people who can answer
specific questions.

February 18–21 | SEPA Convention
l Southeastern Region, New Orleans, LA
March 1 | Deadline
l APS Summer Research Grant
l Summer Research Grants
March 5–8 | EPA Convention
l Eastern Region, Pittsburgh, PA
March 15 | Deadline
l Deadline for national ofﬁcer election ballots
l Summer 2009 Eye on Psi Chi submissions
April 1 | Deadline
l Kay Wilson Leadership Award
l Amendments to the Constitution
April 2–4 | SWPA Convention
l Southwestern Region, San Antonio, TX
April 16–18 | RMPA Convention
l Rocky Mountain Region, Albuquerque, NM
April 23–26 | WPA Convention
l Western Region, Portland, OR
April 30–May 2 | MPA Convention
l Midwestern Region, Chicago, IL
May 1 | Deadline
l Allyn & Bacon Psychology Awards
l Erlbaum Award in Cognitive Science
l Guilford Undergraduate Research Awards
May 22–25 | APS Convention
l APS National Convention,
San Francisco, CA
June 1 | Deadline
l Faculty Advisor Research Grant
l FBI NCAVC Internship Grants
June 30 | Deadline
l Submissions to qualify for Model Chapter
Awards
l Submit Chapter Annual and Financial
Reports
l Inform Psi Chi National Ofﬁce of paper or
poster presentations for Psi Chi Certiﬁcate
Recognition Program
July 1 | Deadline
l Fall 2009 Eye on Psi Chi submissions
August 6–9 | APA Convention
l Psi Chi/APA National Convention, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada
September 4 | Anniversary
l Psi Chi 80th Anniversary

www.apa.org/ed/topss/minority_recruit.html
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Fostering the

Heroic
Imagination:
An Ancient Ideal and a Modern Vision
Kathy Blau and Zeno Franco
Pacific Graduate School of Psychology (CA)

I

t has been nearly 40 years since the
Stanford Prison Experiment (SPE)
demonstrated that even for people
who are “normal” psychologically, the
line between good and evil is permeable.
Zimbardo’s landmark study, and a body
of related research, demonstrated the
penetrating accuracy of Hanna Arendt’s
(Arendt, 1963/1994) concept of the “banality
of evil:” Under specific conditions and social
pressures, ordinary people can commit acts
that would otherwise be unthinkable.
Yet, over the decades that have passed
since the SPE, psychology’s fascination with
exploring the psychology of evil led the field
to neglect its opposite. Even with the recent
growth of positive psychology, the ideas of
heroism and bravery—behaviors that can be
seen as the pinnacle of positive actions—are
only given brief mention (Seligman, Steen,
Park, & Peterson, 2005; Snyder & Lopez,
2002). A small number of researchers,
educators, and business people are focusing
increasingly on the idea of heroism in an
attempt to revitalize the original meanings
of the word; yet they strive to modernize the
concept so that it is accessible to the general
public and can help guide prosocial behavior
in the increasingly complex social structures
that we are encountering at the outset of the
21st century.
Although the SPE had seemingly been
laid to rest in recent years, its message of
the power of certain situations to corrupt

Philip Zimbardo, PhD
Stanford University (CA)

ordinary, even good people, was thrust
upon the world with the televised images
in 2004 depicting the torture and abuse of
prisoners held at the US military prison
in Abu Ghraib. The similarities between
the Abu Ghraib scandal and the SPE were
obvious. In the SPE, guards engaged in
increasingly sadistic abuse of prisoners.
The Superintendent (Zimbardo) and others, including outside visitors, did nothing
to stop the abuse. Finally, a whistleblower
appeared, Christina Maslach (at that time a
Stanford graduate student), who called into
question the ethics of the study and brought
it to a sudden halt.
Likewise, the guards at Abu Ghraib
fell into a pattern of abuse as they became
increasingly disconnected from the outside
world, and the officers in charge of the
prison did nothing to stop the torture.
Ultimately Joseph Darby, a Military Army
Reservist, decided to anonymously give a
CD containing graphic photos of the abuse
to a superior investigative officer. When the
officer asked the unidentified whistleblower
to step forward as part of the investigation,
Darby was faced with a choice: reveal his
identity and risk possibly life-threatening
retribution or remain silent and allow the
abuse to continue.
In revealing his identity to support the
investigation, Darby took a courageous path
at great personal cost. His life was threatened
and he and his family were forced into
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military protective custody for three years.
Rather than being held up as a hero, he was
villainized by many in his own hometown as
a “snitch.” He knew that serious retribution
for his actions was likely, and yet he decided
to act anyway.
Reviewing this act and the acts of many
others led Zimbardo, Franco, and other
colleagues to wonder if heroes are really
“Superman” or “Wonder Woman”—individuals with special talents that most of
us could never achieve—or might they be
average people who simply choose to act in
a given situation? If an everyday person can
be transformed into an agent of evil, might
there also exist a “banality of heroism,” a set
of conditions under which an average person is moved to action that is above the call
of duty? To be consistent with the view that
much evil is perpetrated by ordinary people
seduced into situations that foster antisocial
behavior, these researchers argued that most
heroic deeds were similarly the civic actions
of ordinary, everyday people who challenged
the evil or faced up to the emergencies at
least in part because of situational factors.

What is Heroism?
The historical view of heroism is one that
confers God-like powers on a very few
people—the heroic elect. From archetypes
such as Achilles and Hercules, our understanding of what a hero is suggests something
that is out of reach of the ordinary person—
possessing physical prowess or talents that
far exceed the norm. Others, like Socrates or
Jesus, used their unusually strong personality
and powers of reasoning to create dramatic
social change and paid the ultimate price for
their attempts to reform society.
In contemporary times, the concept of
heroism has been muddled with related
ideas—such as altruism, compassion, and
empathy—and identified with popular
celebrities, role models, and media-created
“fantastic heroes” of the comic book genre.
This modern interpretation of heroism runs
the risk of diminishing the heroic ideal,
while older definitions make heroism seem
so remote as to prevent people from entertaining the possibility that they could act
heroically if called upon to do so.
In order to address the concept of
heroism more systematically, Franco and
Zimbardo (2007) developed a working definition of heroism and a set of 12 situations
in which heroic activity is called upon. This
set the stage for further conceptual analyses
20
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of posited interactions between individuals
and these situations, which may serve as
the catalyst for “everyday” heroic activity to
occur (Zimbardo 2007; Franco & Zimbardo,
2006-07; Franco & Zimbardo, 2007).
In its operational form, the definition of
heroism offered by Franco and Zimbardo
has five key features: the act must be
voluntary; the act must involve potential
physical peril or profound social sacrifice;
the actor must be willing to accept the
consequence of her or his action; the act
must be in the service of others; and the act
must be performed without expectation of
extrinsic gain (Franco & Zimbardo, 2007;
Zimbardo, 2007). Heroic acts were also
separated discrete categories in this formulation. The first distinction made was between
“physical-risk heroism” and “social heroism”.
Physical-risk heroism can be separated into
two categories: martial heroism (or heroism
that occurs in combat-related military service and also extends to other duty-bound
individuals, such as firefighters and police)
and civil heroism. Civil heroism similarly
involves physical peril but is not duty-bound
(Franco & Zimbardo, 2007). In contrast,
social heroism emerges as a distinct category
with several subtypes. Socially heroic acts
tend to be more long-term, sustained
actions taken to uphold a specific value or
belief. For example, Harriet Tubman—one
of the key individuals associated with the
Underground Railroad—was committed to
the social ideal of abolition for her entire life
at considerable personal risk.

Current Research
Beginning with this initial theoretical
framework, this work has expanded through
additional conceptual analyses and preliminary empirical research. Several of the ideas
in Zimbardo’s recent book, The Lucifer Effect
(2007) were further developed in an article
for Greater Good magazine (published by the
Greater Good Science Center at UC
Berkeley) and a paper that was presented in
Guangzhou, China (Franco, Pamlin,
Langdon, Blau, & Zimbardo, 2007). As part
of the scholarly discussion of these ideas,
several important criticisms emerged which
served to sharpen our thinking and encouraged us toward the next steps in this
research.
The first criticism was that heroism is just
a version of altruism, simply a more radical
form of a fairly well-understood phenomenon. While this is a worthy critique, we felt

that it was not the whole story. There are a
number of ways that heroism differs from
acts of altruism not just in degree, but in
kind. Altruism emphasizes selfless acts that
assist others, which in most cases, involves
little risk to the actor. But heroism entails the
potential for a much deeper personal sacrifice and the ability to transcend the negative
consequences of heroic action.
A second criticism is that much of what
we have written focuses on male heroes
at the expense of females who have also
acted heroically (see, for example, a letter
to the editors of Greater Good magazine;
Burlingham, 2007). There is some empirical
evidence that men and women engage in
heroic activity in similar ways and at similar
rates (Becker & Eagly, 2004). However, we
are also aware that anecdotally, women may
conceptualize heroism in ways that diverge
from the model we proposed and may also
engage in heroic acts that do not fit the male
dominated archetype for this behavior. The
criticism continues to ring true and will
require much more effort in order to develop
a meaningful understanding of how women
view and engage in heroism.
A third area for thought is what we call the
“dark side of heroism.” Adolf Hitler was considered heroic by many within Germany, and
the individuals responsible for the 9/11 attacks
on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon
may be considered to be heroic by some in
the Middle East. As always, the power of good
can easily be corrupted and turned into an
instrument of evil—even the line between
heroism and despotism can be thin.
In April of 2008, a research group led
by Franco, Blau, and Zimbardo began collecting responses through the Internet to
begin empirically addressing some of these
questions and critiques of the rudimentary
theoretical structure we had laid out. So far,
over 3,000 people have participated in the
survey from all over the world. Preliminary
analyses are underway, and results of the
study will be submitted for publication soon.
One thing is clear from the data: There is an
overwhelming consensus among the general
public that a difference between heroism
and altruism exists, which offers support for
our view that these two phenomena are distinct. Most participants agree that heroism
requires “something more” from the actor;
that it requires a significant form of danger
or risk to personal safety, and that it calls for
greater sacrifice.

Special Topics

Fostering the Heroic Imagination
The concept of the heroic imagination
(Franco & Zimbardo, 2006-07) is one first
put forward as a tentative idea that we
believe is worth pursuing further both in
terms of basic research and applied efforts
in psychology. At its core, the idea is simple:
heroism is much easier to engage in if the
individual has already considered some
of the situations that might require heroic
action, if the actor has anticipated what some
of the barriers to that action might be, and
if personal consequences have also been
thought through and transcended at least to
some degree. In this sense, developing one’s
heroic imagination primes the individual to
take action if and when the time comes. In
short, self-labeling, “I am a hero-in-waiting”
should increase the probability of taking
heroic action when a situation calls for such
overt behavior.
In the past, the ideal of heroism was
passed down through oral traditions in
stories such as the Iliad or Beowulf. In feudal
societies, honor codes encouraged knights
and samurai alike to deeply consider what
actions they would take in certain situations
and to accept in advance the possibility of
death. Further, until the beginning of the last
century, heroic novels stirred young minds
to contemplate the true meaning of heroism.
In the aftermath of the First World War, the
ideal of heroic military action (specifically,
the idea of gallantry—fearless entry into the
heat of battle) began to change; perhaps as a
result of the mechanization of warfare and
the dramatic increase in casualties.
For much of the world, military service is
no longer compulsory, and the connection
to traditions that encourage real bravery
are fading. Throughout the last century,
the diminution of the idea of heroism was
evident; celebrity worship has increasingly
been conflated with the heroic ideal. As
we enter into the 21st century, we believe
this is an important juncture to ask how
will we continue to convey these ideas to a
new generation of young people? How do
we foster heroic imagination in the digital
age? How can the idea of heroism best be
sustained in a media-driven culture that at
once co-opts the idea of heroism, presents
new situations where evil can thrive, and
yet also creates opportunities for individual
and collective heroic action that were never
before imaginable?
To that end, we have connected with

several groups that are involved in educating
young people about the ideal of heroism in
order to connect and translate our research
into real-world action. For example, we
have been working with Matt Langdon,
director of the Janus Center’s Hero
Workshop program (http://thejanuscenter.
com/heroworkshop/). Mr. Langdon presents
the ideas of the hero’s journey to school children across the nation, encouraging them to
identify personal attributes that are needed
for heroic action. In the program, children
are asked to view themselves as “heroes-inwaiting” and to develop a habit of heroism
in small ways. We think that through this
process the “average, everyday person”
may be inoculated against the inaction that
allows evil to continue unchecked, and that
individuals can gain the strength required to
act with uncommon valor.
Zimbardo’s recent lecture at the
Technology, Entertainment and Design
(TED) conference in Monterey, CA, moved
from a discussion of the situational bases
of evil to a call for research, new curricula,
and worldwide encouragement of the heroic
imagination and the nature of heroism. More
than 150,000 people viewed the lecture from
around the world and many have begun
signing up to volunteer in a new Hero Corps.
Zimbardo’s Lucifer Effect website contains
both a video of the 23-minute lecture and a
sign-up form. We are encouraging both new
research on the psychology of heroism and
new curricular for schools, camps, organizations, and businesses that introduce, expand,
and give new vitality to the concept that any
one of us can act heroically when the time
comes.
More information about this project can be found at the
following websites:
http://www.everydayheroism.org
http://www.lucifereffect.com
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Now What?
How to Turn a

Great Literature Review
Into Great Writing
Ryan R. Landoll, BS | Betty S. Lai, MS, MST | University of Miami (FL)

W

riting can be one of the
most rewarding, daunting,
misunderstood, and important
steps in the research process. While
countless (and wonderful) books have been
written on the topic of writing well, this
article will focus on a very specific type of
writing: how to turn a great literature review
into great writing. A literature review is a
vital component of the research process;
through conducting a literature review
you gain an understanding of your area of
research, past contributions of scholars, and
future directions for research (Lai & Landoll,
2008). Yet, finding and reading past research
is only a first step in writing about research.
There are several important steps to consider
when moving from collecting research
articles to synthesizing that research and
creating a written end product.

Step One: Determine
Your Audience
Literature reviews are collected as a first step
in the writing process. If you have collected
a literature review, you probably already
know what you plan to write. The next step
involves determining the audience that will
be reading your work. What message would
you like to convey? Where will this work be
presented: in class, in a journal, at a conference? Asking yourself these questions will
help you determine the style of your paper,
the length and language of your paper, and
the story you will be presenting with your
writing. This article will focus on preparing
your literature review for various types of
writing, such as submissions to journals,
abstracts for conferences, and term papers.
With each of these various end products
of a literature review, it is important to be
22
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aware of the requirements, style, and rigor
of a review that is associated with each
particular writing goal. For example, a
literature review for a conference abstract
may be very limited, consisting of only a
few references from research that broadly
covers the topic of interest. A literature
review that is an introduction in a journal
article will tend to be less than 10 pages.
This type of introduction covers a wide
range of articles. They tend to begin with an
exploration of the general field of inquiry
and lead the reader directly to a specific
hypothesis. Writing for a term paper may be
longer and more completely cover concepts
and their inter-relations. It is important to
consult submission guidelines for presentations and papers and to consult with your
professor for term paper guidelines in order
to obtain a clear sense of specific length
and format requirements. Furthermore, be
aware of these factors prior to the start of a
literature review to ensure that the review
is conducted with these requirements and
goals in mind.

Step Two: Create Time
for Writing
Now that you have determined where
your writing will be presented, you need
to organize yourself. This is often the most
overlooked step in writing, despite being one
of the most crucial steps. Good organization
before writing will help you better streamline
your work and make it easier for others to
understand your ideas.
First, create a timeline for your writing
(DeAngelis, 2008). Determine your deadline
and use this to calculate a time frame in
which you should finish your work. Next,
use this timeframe to structure a writing

schedule. This schedule should include time
for outlining, creating several drafts, and a
review period for reexamining your writing.

Step Three: The Writing Process
The writing process can be difficult and
daunting, so it is important to arm yourself
with tools for success. Read books on writing to learn about the writing process and
specific tools for improving your writing.
Some excellent resources include William
Zinsser’s (2006) book On Writing Well or
R. Eric Landrum’s (2008) Undergraduate
Writing in Psychology: Learning to Tell the
Scientific Story.
Next, create an outline. Your outline
should organize your writing by topic area
and flow clearly from beginning to end.
Each paragraph should “set up” the next
paragraph. Think of yourself as a professional pool player. Each shot should be
carefully planned so that when you are
ready to take your next shot, you are wellpositioned to do so. Begin by deciding where
you want to end up when you finish writing
the literature review. Journal articles or conference submissions should end by stating
how your work addresses gaps in the fields
and how your findings should be interpreted
and used. For a term paper, the conclusion
should synthesize and summarize the overarching relationships among constructs
your literature review elucidated. Froese,
Gantz, and Henry (1998) observed that most
students fail to take into account the larger
message when writing. Students tend to first
merely summarize articles in order, rather
than integrating common themes. Thinking
of your “take-home” message before you
begin writing will help you avoid this
common mistake.

Promotion of Research

Once you have your goal in mind, you
should think of each section and each paragraph as a step towards your final goal. The
beginning is where your audience will start.
Your written review will take them step-bystep to your end goal. Following the analogy
of a professional pool player, each paragraph
should set up the following paragraph in a
way that logically builds on previous material. Make these connections clear to the
reader. In addition, create “parallel” story
lines throughout your writing. All sections
(e.g., literature review, hypotheses, results)
should introduce concepts and their relationships in a parallel fashion. For example,
if you conduct research that finds that being
teased can lead to withdrawal and then feelings of depression, you will want to organize
each section in a similar fashion. So you may
structure the introduction to talk first about
research on teasing, then lead into research
on withdrawal and its links to teasing, and
finish with research on depression and its
links to withdrawal. Then, your hypotheses
would flow in a similar fashion (the first
being that teasing predicts withdrawal, the
second that withdrawal predicts depression),
and you would present results in this order
as well. This ensures that the reader will be
able to see how each section relates to previous sections. It also prevents the reader from
being surprised or confused by your current
study and specific hypotheses because you
have carefully walked them through past
research.
Also, be aware of the technical aspect of
your writing. The APA Publication Manual
(5th ed.) is the definitive source on how
to properly cite and format your writing
in accordance with APA style, as well as
providing some general tips on writing
(American Psychology Association, 2001).
However, some journals and conferences
prefer other standard styles of writing. Be
sure to follow these rules as you write.
As you begin to write, be sure to familiarize yourself with ideas associated with
academic dishonesty and plagiarism. In
many cases, plagiarism is unintentional
and is the result of not understanding how
to properly paraphrase and credit past
work (Landau, Druen, & Arcuri, 2002).
Familiarize yourself with examples of
correctly paraphrased versus plagiarized
material. Landau and colleagues noted that
beginning scientific writers have difficulties
properly citing articles, understanding how
to paraphrase, and conceptualizing plagia-

rism. These challenges can be especially hard
when summarizing the results of a literature
review, as you are dealing directly with summarizing past work. It may be helpful to read
an article several times to understand its key
points. Paraphrase an article without looking
directly at the article to avoid unintentional
plagiarism. Also, be aware that your goal
in writing a literature review is to establish
links between past research that have not
previously been established. Thus, your writing should draw points from past articles
that support the general themes of your
paper. Being aware of these issues will ensure
that you uphold ethical and legal principles
associated with academic research.
Last, be prepared to expect some challenges. Writing is hard work and requires
persistence. Set up a time each day to write,
even if only for small amounts of time, such
as 20 or 30 minutes. Set small goals for your
writing (i.e., one or two paragraphs or a
subheading) and stick to the timeline you
created in Step Two! Also, recognize that
often the biggest task in writing can be
getting started (Myers, 2007).

Step Four: The Review Process
All writing may be improved. Leave yourself
ample time to take advantage of the review
process to improve your work. First, build
in time to give yourself a break before your
deadline. This will allow you to come back to
your work with “fresh” eyes. When you look
at your work after a break, you may notice
areas that may be improved or see connections that you did not consider before.
Second, during the review process,
take advantage of the help of the resources
around you. Ask experienced writers to
read your work and provide comments. Ask
your peers for help. Incorporate reviewers’
comments into your work and be open to
feedback. Feedback is not a personal attack
on either your work or your writing, but
rather an opportunity for you to improve
your work (DeAngelis, 2008). As you review
your work, ask yourself, how well does my
writing flow? Does each paragraph begin
with a topic sentence? Do all of the sentences
within a paragraph fit the topic sentence?
Could a person outside of this specific field
understand the work because the writing
is clear?
After incorporating feedback, read your
work again. Novotny (2008) suggests that
writers reexamine their work for jargon.
Avoid overly technical language. Doing so

will help make your underlying concepts
more clear and easier to read.
In conclusion, a great literature review
lends itself to great writing. By keeping in
mind your audience and your end product,
you can tailor your literature review to
address your needs. In retelling the story
of your review, try to think in terms of thematic areas and relationships, much like you
are encouraged to do when initially conducting the review. Set up each paragraph with
the preceding paragraph and walk the reader
to the end of your review with no surprises.
And when it comes to writing and revising,
remember that you are not alone—there are
countless resources available to help you!
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Humor

P sych Follies
On the Lighter Side:

as a

Chapter Activity
Joseph J. Palladino, PhD
University of Southern Indiana

I

n the mid-1980s, I (JJP) was teaching
a course on the History of Psychology.
When it came time to distribute the
take-home final, I decided to tell students
that they could use humor in answering
the questions. A week later when the final
exam was due, I was surprised to see that
every student in the class had used humor
in their answers. The inclusion of humor
seemed to unleash some pent-up creativity
in the students.
When the next semester began, I invited
past students to stop by my office to see
if they could use their experience in my
class to write some “funny stuff ” related to
psychology. Several students and I sat on
the floor for what seemed like hours (it was
actually 20 minutes) with nothing to show
for our efforts. Suddenly the dam burst, and
we started writing one humorous bit after
another. Eventually, we rewrote, polished,
and organized the material into a presentation for the Mid-America Undergraduate
Psychology Research Conference (held at
the University of Southern Indiana). The
presentation was known as Psych Follies
and was patterned after the news segment
of Saturday Night Live, with one exception
—all of the material related to psychology
in some way.
In subsequent years, Psych Follies has
been presented numerous times at conferences around the country, including the
American Psychological Association and all
of the regional conferences. The authors of
this column were most often the presenters, although in some case, guests such as
Dr. Charles Brewer (Furman University)
and Dr. Elizabeth Loftus (University of
California) took part in the presentation.
The original Psych Follies was written by
students; thus, we believe it would make for
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Mitchell M. Handelsman, PhD
University of Colorado Denver

an excellent chapter activity. Shared humor
is a powerful way to bring people together
(provided that the humor is shared by
everyone rather than targeted at some). You
can present your version of Psych Follies at
banquets, conferences, fundraising events,
holiday parties, and as stand-alone events.
You can even present (“road test”) little
bits of the presentation at regular chapter
meetings.
We have a few ideas to get you started.
We like to create names for our coanchors.
For example, we have used “Anal Retentive,
Sr.” and “Random Assignment” as names
for our anchors in the past. However, there
are countless other possibilities that are (a)
funny, and (b) alert the audience quickly to
the psychology content. The names and the
rest of the introduction are quite important
in setting the mood so the audience knows
what to expect from a presentation that
usually lasts about 30 minutes. Here is the
introduction we used for years:
Around the world, across the nation, within
your social support network, teetering on the
edge of a visual cliff, splitting your corpus
callosum, synpasing your limbic system,
and expressing unconditional positive
regard, this is Psi Witness News. The news
for psychologists concerned about their
discipline, their profession, and the prospects
of third party reimbursement. Psi Witness
News is brought to you on recycled paper,
using recycled words, clang associations,
delusions, and neologisms.
We suggest that you play with the names
of the anchors, the content of the introduction, and the rest of the presentation to
make it specific to your school and chapter.

We would, however, caution you to stay
away from including material about faculty
members unless you clear it with them. The
goal is to bring people together by sharing
a common experience, not to be targeting
someone as a victim. If you do want to use
faculty members in the material, make it
an homage rather than a roast! When you
ask permission of faculty members, be sure
they are clear about what will be presented:
Even when good-natured, some faculty
may not want to be immortalized in
this way.
Because we set up Psych Follies as a
newscast, we always have commercials
from our “sponsors.” One of our favorites
over the years has been the “Man-U-Matic

Humor

Manuscript Writer—the new menu-driven
way to expedite write-ups of empirical
studies.” Here’s some material from this
segment:
Each set of menus represents a part of your
article, from title to tables, from footnotes to
figures, from results to references. Here are
a few examples:
[SLIDE]
The title: The effects of _______and
_______on _______and_______
Man-U-Matic is flexible. Just type in the
names of up to three independent variables
and three dependent variables. For more
than three of each variable, buy the new
Man-U-Matic Multivariate Upgrade for only
$199.95.
The menu automatically prompts you
for the all-important colon and subtitle.
Man-U-Matic retains in memory the number
of articles you’ve written and automatically
supplies suggested subtitles.
For the first article: “An exploratory study”
For the second article: “A replication and
extension”
For the third article: “New findings and
reformulation”

For the fourth article: “A review of the
literature”
And for the fifth article: “A meta-analysis”
And what humorous presentation would
be complete without a Top Ten list (thanks
to David Letterman)? Our list started out
as a Top Ten list and grew to the “Top 14
plus or minus two reasons we are proud to
be psychologists.” We will share some of the
items, in the hopes that you will find others
to fill in your own Top 10 or Top 14 list.
Top Fourteen Plus or Minus
Two Reasons We are Proud to be
Psychologists
14. We know the CORRECT answers to all
items on intelligence tests.
13. Most people believe we can read minds.
12. We knew they would say that.
11. Over 200 DSM diagnoses make for great
cocktail hour small talk.
…
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1. New Phil Zimbardo videotape, “Rappin
Psycholgy,” hits NUMBER ONE on the
MTV top forty.
[We did ask Dr. Zimbardo for permission to include his
name in our Top 14 list and he graciously agreed.]

Despite how it appears when you read journal articles, psychology is an inherently
hilarious discipline. There is no shortage of potential material for the body of the
newscast. One of the most important sources of material is the body of well-known
classic studies in psychology. In fact, two of the first Psych Follies bits fall into this category, now complete with Power Point visuals (We’re so old, we originally used slides!).
Here is an item based on Bandura’s Bobo doll study and another one from Miligram.
Far from imitating violence and aggression
on television, the children in Bandura’s
Bobo doll study of aggression were actually
assaulted first, making their aggression an
acceptable form of self-defense. Witnesses
to the experiment now admit that Bandura
ignored the children’s repeated cries of
“He hit me first.” The National Institute
of Mental Health warns parents to keep
Bobo dolls away from television as their
study now suggests that imitation occurs
exclusively in Bobo dolls, not children.

Recent evidence, complete with
photographs, leads us to believe that
due to a well-meaning janitor, three to
six of Milgram’s confederates did indeed
receive lethal doses of shock in his
study of obedience to authority figures.
Survivors report having no recollection of
participating in the experiment… . In fact,
they have no recollection of anything at all.
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Leadership in
Community:
2009

NATIONAL

LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

Ideas for Strengthening Your Chapter From
the 2009 National Leadership Conference
Kenneth A. Weaver, PhD
Emporia State University (KS)

Katherine W. Marsland, PhD
Southern Connecticut State University

Dr. Katherine Marsland, Dr. Susan Krauss Whitbourne, Lisa Mantooth, and Dr. Kenneth A. Weaver

Susan Krauss Whitbourne, PhD
University of Massachusetts Amherst

Dañela Balentin and Deborah Wilson

Dr. Maureen O’Brien, Sarah Block. Francesca Lopez, Alicia Bowman,
and Rebecca Frazier

Dr. Maria Lavooy and Dr. Linda Jones
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2009 National Leadership Conference

One of the sessions at the 2009 National
Leadership Conference divided participants
into groups of four, representing chapter
Executive Councils. All groups generated
solutions to three different scenarios of
chapters experiencing distress; each group
specialized in one of the cases. The cases
and solutions are presented along with
a conclusion urging Psi Chi officers and
advisors to take advantage of the many
resources offered through www.psichi.org
and the National Office.

Dr. Betty Siegel and Dr. Susan Krauss Whitbourne

F

ollowing a successful inaugural
conference in 2007 (Mathie, 2006,
2008), the second National Leadership
Conference (NLC) was held in January in
Nashville, TN. The theme of the conference
was “Leadership in Community;” consistent
with this theme, invited speakers (Drs. Betty
Siegel and Alice Eagly) gave keynote
addresses on the topic of leadership skills
(Purkey & Siegel, 2002; Eagly & Carli, 2007).
The majority of the NLC was spent in
action-oriented discussion and writing
sessions designed not only to build
leadership skills but also to give participants
the opportunity to develop plans for
addressing a set of problems. Three case
studies depicting chapters in distress were
presented to teams of four participants,
working as a chapter’s “Executive Council”
to generate and evaluate solutions. Building
on the action orientation of the NLC, other
sessions included a team-building scavenger

Dr. Janelle Grellner and Bashir Abdullah

hunt at the Country Music Hall of Fame,
and a workshop on preparing and
formulating action plans in which chapter
presidents and advisors devised methods of
accomplishing chapter goals. The case
studies were developed using a bottom-up
approach in which participants were asked,
prior to attending the NLC, to list the top
three concerns in their chapters. We
consolidated those concerns across chapters
to create the three cases. The design of the
problem-solving sessions at the NLC
allowed participants to generate ideas for
each of the three cases during the
conference, but to become “experts” on one,
randomly assigned, case for their group. The
cases (which we labeled P, S, and I) and the
solutions generated by the participants are
presented here. The names of the
participants working on each case appear
at the end of each case.

Letricia Brown, Lucy Messerschmidt, Dr. Sue Dutch, Maria Letasz, and Rebekah Good

Mary Petrosko, Amy Whitcomb, and Tracy Caldwell

Dr. Martha Zlokovich and Heidi Davis

David Rozek and Dr. Scott VanderStoep
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P

:

Case

Smoothing the
Transition to Jump-Start
an Idle Chapter

E

ach year when a new set of officers
starts a new term, the chapter takes
a long time to start functioning
effectively. The new officers do not understand their roles as there is little training
that occurs. It is common that the officers
become frustrated, and as a result, they
are not effective in working together to
lead the chapter, and the commitment to
the chapter weakens. The chapter advisor
claims to be too busy to provide the necessary guidance and mentoring to “fix” the
chapter. Communication between outgoing and incoming officers, among officers,

between officers and chapter advisor,
between officers and members, and among
members is poor. Because chapter leadership is not functioning effectively, the
activity of the chapter, and its visibility in
the department and across the institution,
is low. The chapter usually holds only one
induction each year of only one to five new
members. For last spring’s induction, the
new member cards, certificates, and pins
were misplaced. The training of new officers, the continuity between outgoing and
incoming officers, and the communication
within the chapter needs substantial work.

Shana Pitler, Tatiana Rugel, and Casey Anderson

Dr. Krista Gray, David Rozek, Dr. Maria Lavooy, and Russell Brandon

Dr. Chuck Robertson

Dr. Daniel Corts and Jessica Ware

Stephen Quesada and Chelli Lowe
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Veronica Geretz, Michelle Alfaro, and Dr. Shelia Kennison

Dr. Steven Lloyd, Dr. Sue Dutch, Jillian O’Rourke, and

2009 National Leadership Conference

S

olution:
Focus on Leadership Transition, Involve the

Chapter Advisor, and Improve Overall Communication

Leadership transition. Every leadership
position including faculty advisor should
have a list of responsibilities so chapter
leaders understand the expectations of their
position. Incorporating these responsibilities into the chapter bylaws ensures stability
across changes in officers and advisors.
Electing new officers as early as possible
extends the overlap between outgoing and
incoming officers, thereby providing more
opportunities for training the officers-elect.
Transferring information to new officers
through chapter notebooks works well, but
folders on a computer network or a wiki
are more easily updated with the additional

Stephen Quesada, Chelli Lowe, Deborah Wilson, and Tracy Adams

Melinda Schuricht

advantage of providing electronic copies of
letters, fundraising forms, and other chapter
communications. New and old officers can
meet to review responsibilities and answer
questions, perhaps during a dinner. Such a
meeting also eases transitions and ensures
new officers’ effectiveness early in their
terms. Having former officers accessible for
questions can also provide useful support for
the chapter.
Chapter advisor involvement. If the advisor has lost enthusiasm, the officers should
approach the department chair to find a
new advisor. If the advisor has lost interest
because officers have not taken responsibility for running their chapter, a revitalized
Executive Council may inspire the advisor
again to have an active role in the chapter. If
the advisor has become less involved due to
a devaluing of the position of Psi Chi advisor
in the department, the advisor may consider
developing more chapter activities that will
enhance the role of advisor. For example,
if the advisor brings a well-known speaker
to campus, the department faculty may
improve their estimation of the chapter’s
importance.
If a chapter is in transition between
advisors, the officers should meet with the
department chair to discuss how to fill this
vacancy. Officers might want to interview
prospective advisors and review their availability to devote time to Psi Chi. If a chapter
has an advisor, adding a coadvisor may provide important support for the advisor. After
an advisor has been voted in by the chapter,
a formative annual evaluation of the advisor
by the membership can provide the advisor
with useful information for ongoing professional development; however, evaluate with
caution, as chapter advisors are volunteering
as part of their service to the department.
Chapter leadership—both students and
advisor(s)—should meet regularly with the
department chair so the chair is aware of the

chapter’s goals and needs and is available
if the chapter experiences a problem.
As officer-advisor relationships
strengthen, the Executive Council may
consider creating leadership contracts for
officers and advisors that clearly define
responsibilities and expectations. These
contracts ensure accountability and build a
foundation for a model chapter.
Overall communication. Communication
is key to member recruitment, participation,
chapter health, and visibility. Facebook,
Blackboard, chapter web pages, blogs, email,
campus newspaper, department newsletter, alumni publications, and flyers are
important tools for alerting members, the
department, and other constituencies about
chapter meetings and activities. Faculty can
announce activities in class and encourage
students to participate. Doodle.com provides
an online forum for officers and members to
schedule meetings and other events.
Officers demonstrate good leadership
principles and motivate their members by
projecting a positive image of the chapter,
working with members to develop engaging
activities, involving members, skillfully
running chapter meetings even when
controversial topics are discussed, and giving members opportunities to demonstrate
their leadership potential. Students want to
be part of a vital organization that makes its
members feel valued and important.

Participants in Case P
Tracy Adams, Michelle Alfaro, Casey Anderson,
Russell Brandon, Daniel Corts, Sue Dutch,
Veronica Geretz, Krista Gray, Shelia Kennison,
Maria Lavooy, Melinda Leonard, Steven Lloyd,
Chelli Lowe, Jillian O’Rourke, Shana Pitler,
Stephen Quesada, Chuck Robertson, David Rozek,
Tatiana Rugel, Melinda Schuricht, Marelin Vergara,
Jessica Ware, Melissa Warstadt, Deborah Wilson
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S

Case

:

Building a Healthy
and Vital Chapter

T

he chapter has struggled for the past
three years finding the right mix of
several variables to have a strong,
healthy chapter. The issues facing the
chapter are
1) Sparse involvement of members in
meetings and events;
2) Lack of committee structure which
results in officers bearing most of the
responsibility for doing the work of the
chapter;
3) Difficulty getting members to run for
office;

4) Being unable to recruit new members,
5) Having no funds to pay for activities
due to lack of fund-raising
6) Lack of support by faculty in the
department
The chapter officers and advisor are working on a bold 5-year plan with two goals.
The first goal is becoming a Psi Chi Model
Chapter, and the second goal is applying
for a Regional Chapter Award. They hope
to achieve these goals by strengthening
member involvement and devising
fundraising activities.

Chelesa Derlan and Dr. Mark Krause

Amy Whitcomb, Aaron Haas, Elizabeth Grandfield, and Dr. Linda Jones
Bonnie Burgette

Dr. Daniel McNeil, Rebecca Frazier, and Dr. Julie McIntyre

Francesca Lopez, Dr. Mark Krause, and Courtney Winterbottom

Dr. Amy Bucher and Dañela Balentin
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Dr. Jason Young, Jordan Hoffman, and Dañela Balentin

2009 National Leadership Conference

S

olution:
Focus on Strategic Planning, Member Recruitment

and Participation, Faculty Support, and Fundraising

Strategic planning. Chapter S has difficulty
recruiting new members, cultivating active
involvement among current members and
faculty, and obtaining funding to support
programming. To address these challenges,
the chapter leadership and advisor have
decided to develop the 5-Year Strategic Plan.
Participants agreed that strategic planning
was wise and recommended that the chapter
use the criteria for the Model and Regional
Chapter Awards to guide their planning
process so that the chapter would be eligible
for a Model Chapter Award in the second
year and would be prepared to apply for the
Regional Chapter Award in the fourth year. .

Nzinga Lawrence and Dr. Deborah Harris-O’Brien

Participants recommended that the chapter
use the Chapter Handbook (www.psichi.org/
pdf/handbook.pdf) and Officer Handbook
(www.psichi.org/pdf/guide.pdf) to help
identify specific roles and responsibilities
which will be reflected in the planning process. In addition, the chapter should develop
a comprehensive calendar for years 1–5,
including monthly goals and deadlines. To
address concerns specific to member recruitment and participation, faculty support, and
fundraising, participants recommended the
following strategies.
Member recruitment and participation.
Active membership is the life-blood of
a successful chapter. However, this is a
problem because in many Psi Chi chapters,
members graduate soon after joining. To
avoid this problem, the chapter should focus
recruitment on sophomores and juniors
and even reach out to first-year students
who plan to become psychology majors or
minors. Chapter leaders could visit classrooms early in the semester to describe Psi
Chi and distribute a schedule of meetings
and events. In addition, flyers and posters
should be posted in highly visible locations.
The chapter might also consider emailing
information to all psychology majors and
minors about the chapter’s eligibility requirements. Alternatively, the faculty advisor
might obtain a list of all students who meet
the GPA criteria and send those students a
more targeted email regarding the benefits
of Psi Chi membership. Another successful
strategy is to hold an open-house luncheon
each semester.
Once members join, the next issue is
to provide incentives for them to become
active members. A point system for active
membership can be instituted in which
activities earn members points toward
specific benefits (e.g., eligibility for travel
funding to conferences, leadership roles,
etc.). The contributions of active members

can be recognized by awarding certificates
of achievement in areas such as fundraising,
service, and programming at the end of
each semester or at the chapter’s induction
ceremony. Providing members with a voice
in program planning is a third approach.
Toward this end, the chapter should consider surveying members at least once per
year regarding convenient meeting times
and programming ideas such as speakers
and events. Information about obstacles to
participation such as class schedules, job
responsibilities, and other impediments
should also be sought. Sample surveys are
available at http://www.psichi.org/pdf/
membsurv.pdf on the Psi Chi website.
Faculty support. The chapter needs to publicize its work throughout the department
so faculty begin to perceive the chapter’s
activities as enhancing the department as a
whole. The chapter advisor should facilitate
the chapter’s efforts to educate the faculty
about Psi Chi and cultivate their support.
A first step would be to create a document,
describing Psi Chi and emphasizing the benefits of Psi Chi membership and activities for
both students and faculty (a list of these can
be found on the Psi Chi website). Officers
should meet with faculty individually to
discuss ways in which Psi Chi can help them
achieve their research and teaching goals
such as by providing tutoring services for
students in introductory level courses, and
funding opportunities for promising undergraduate research assistants. The chapter
should request information about Psi Chi
be included in the department newsletter
or website on a regular basis. The chapter
should also identify which faculty are Psi
Chi members. Current Psi Chi members
should be acknowledged at the chapter’s
inductions and faculty who are not members
should be invited to join and participate in
the chapter’s induction ceremony. Honorary
memberships may also be offered to these
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Participants in Case S
Danela Balentin, Kristin Beals, Alicia Bowman,
Amy Bucher, Cindy Bukach, Bonnie Burgette,
Chelsea Derlan, Rebecca Frazier, Elizabeth Grandfield,
Aaron Haas, Deborah Harris-O’Brien, Jordan Hoffman,
Linda Jones, Mark Krause, Nzinga Lawrence,
Francesca Lopez, Julie McIntyre, Daniel McNeil,
Lucy Messerschmidt, Brad Parise, Mary Petrosko,
Amy Whitcomb, Courtney Winterbottom, Jason Young

faculty. The chapter might also consider
developing annual awards for research and
mentorship, which would be presented at the
chapter’s induction ceremony or at an annual
faculty appreciation luncheon sponsored by
the chapter. Finally, the chapter should publish chapter news in Eye on Psi Chi which can
then be made available to the department
faculty. Officers should also send chapter
activities to the campus publicity department particularly when these involve notable
speakers or fundraising events.
Fundraising. Effective fundraising will provide the chapter with the resources necessary
to achieve its goals and should be pursued
at both institutional and grassroots levels.
The chapter should determine whether it
is eligible for institutional funding through
the student government, student activities
fees, or special funds available to academic
organizations. This can be accomplished by
meeting with administrators in Student Life
and Academic Affairs. Such meetings can

Russell Brandon, Melinda Schuricht, and Rachel Rydel

Jordan Hoffman

Veronica Geretz

not only highlight the benefits of Psi Chi
to students and to the institution but may
lead to opportunities to receive institutional
funds if those were not available before.
Grassroots fundraising is also important
both to raise money and to raise awareness
of the chapter. Fundraising projects can also
cultivate active support among faculty and
students. NLC participants recommended
that the chapter engage in fundraising on
an on-going basis, preferably weekly, and
hold at least one special fundraising event
per semester. Such an approach is likely to
be more successful than the high effort/low
yield strategies such as bake sales or car
washes that many chapters have tried with
minimal success. For example, the chapter
may consider establishing a coffee and baked
goods table selling morning refreshments
on a regular basis. A similar strategy would
be a weekly “Slice for Psi Chi” pizza sale
during lunch hours. Members can use these
opportunities to solicit additional donations
and distribute information about member-

ship and programming. On-going events
enable members to build fundraising events
into their weekly schedules. This, in turn, is
likely to increase active participation among
members.
Having established on-going fundraising
events, the chapter might also consider
punctuating each semester with a special
fundraising event, ideally one that has
the potential to become a tradition in the
department (Weaver, 2008). For example,
participants from one chapter hold a “Pie for
Psi Chi” event each spring. Faculty, staff, and
students are invited to compete for “best pie”
with votes solicited through small monetary
contributions in a jar next to each pie based
on its appearance. The pie that raises the
most money wins, and all participants then
can enjoy a pie-eating party. Events such
as this can serve multiple purposes beyond
fundraising, including a potentially powerful community-building function if they
become “traditions” that members of the
department look forward to annually.

Chelesa Derlan and Dr. Daniel McNeil

Tracy Adams

Tatiana Rugel
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I

:

Case

T

Finding the
Chapter’s Service Niche

he chapter is the only student
organization in the institution
that does not engage in community service. The officers want the
chapter to be a good citizen of the
campus but are not sure how to go
about selecting a “good fit” project
that the membership will support.
The advisor thinks that there may be
service projects for the chapter that
are promoted by Psi Chi but is not
sure (and does not know where to

check). The lack of service projects
is part of a larger programming
problem for the chapter. The chapter
has no effective way to identify who
is responsible for developing good
programming and as a result, the
chapter has business meetings but
little else. The officers want to “pump
up” the vitality of the programming
internally for the chapter and externally for service projects.

Amanda Degeneffe and Jenna Cossette

Sarah Buck

Sarah Nichols

Nedra Francis and Dr. Randall Osborne

Rachel Rydel, Rebekah Good, Dr. Janelle Grellner, and Sarah Block
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S

olution:

Use Service to Build Chapter Strength and Visibility

Service engagement. In response to this
case, participants acknowledged that service
is essential to the Psi Chi mission. By participating in community service projects,
chapters give their members a vehicle for
becoming involved and well-rounded.
Service in college prepares students for a
lifetime of community involvement and
also provides them with vital leadership
experiences. Given the many fields within
the discipline of psychology, many Psi Chi
service projects are relevant to the discipline.
The chapter must identify what service
projects “fit” with their members and their
campus. Officers should seek guidance from

department faculty, other student organizations involved in service, internship offices,
service learning offices, and the campus
career center. Other valuable sources are
faculty, alumni, and Psi Chi model chapter
and regional chapter award winners.
A chapter not involved in community
service may lack structure, vision, identity,
and purpose. By instituting an active service
project, members may feel more engaged in
the chapter. Thus, prior to selecting a service
project, the chapter’s Executive Council
should develop or modify the chapter’s
mission statement to include a service
commitment. The council should then rank

Amanda Degeneffe, Dr. Christina Sinisi, and Nedra Francis

possible projects in terms of member preference, fit with the mission, and likelihood of
accomplishment to instill confidence and
invigorate the vitality of the chapter. Finally,
the council should then decide whether to
assign service projects to one of the officers
or establish a new position in charge of
service.
At a well-publicized chapter meeting,
officers can present the service project
options, and the membership then selects
the project(s). Membership may also discuss
establishing a permanent project or selecting
a project that will change annually or both.
If chapter attendance is low, officers can ini-

Heidi Davis, Alex Dopp, and Dr. Ngoc Bui

Sarah Nichols, Dr. Maureen O’Brien, and Bashir Abdullah

Sara Hughes, Dr. David Kreiner, Maria Letasz, and Dr. Mindy Erchull
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Sarah Buck, Brian Bar, and Dr. Christine Anderson
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Participants in Case I
Bashir Abdullah, Christine Anderson, Brian Bar,
Sarah Block, Letricia Brown, Sarah Buck, Ngoc Bui,
Tracy Caldwell, Jenna Cossette, Heidi Davis,
Amanda Degeneffe, Alex Dopp, Mindy Erchull,
Nedra Francis, Rebekah Good, Elizabeth Gramiak,
Janelle Grellner, Sara Hughes, David Kreiner,
Maria Letasz, Sarah Nichols, Maureen O’Brien,
Rachel Rydel, Christina Sinisi

tiate discussion groups and online forums to
promote involvement and decision making.
The officer in charge of service breaks
the project into units of responsibilities, and
members choose the unit of their interest.
The officer should also develop a timeline
with measurable goals; clear deadlines; list
of materials and other resources; articulation of who is responsible for completing
specific tasks; and a calendar that avoids
finals, midterms, or other conflicts.
Members document the completion of each
step. If a problem emerges, the officer (or
Executive Board) assesses and solves it. An
officer should take pictures to post in the

department and on the chapter’s web page,
Facebook, or Blackboard site to increase
visibility.
Incentives for involvement include
“points” for participating that qualify a
member for funding for convention travel,
extra credit for courses (if tied in with a
writing assignment and if given as one extra
credit option), graduation regalia (e.g., Psi
Chi cords), letters of involvement from the
service agencies, or appreciation certificates.
Careful records of service participation
ensure fairness in distributing rewards.
The chapter can assess success via member questionnaires, attendance, amount
of money raised, or donations collected.
The findings can then be presented at
future chapter meetings. The questionnaire
might include, for example, the following
questions:
1. Are you a Psi Chi member?
2. On a 1 (very satisfied) to 5 (very
dissatisfied) scale, how was your
involvement in the service project?
3. How did you find out about this service
project?
4. How could the project be improved?

Rebekah Good and Jenna Cossette

5. What suggestions do you have any for
future service projects?
The Executive Council should also evaluate
the officers’ roles in the project by reflecting
on the following questions:
1. Did we adequately define officer duties
and were these duties useful?
2. Did any officer feel overburdened with the
workload?
3. Do we need to restructure any leadership
position to improve the chapter’s
effectiveness in participating in service?
By initiating a service project, the leadership can parlay member involvement into

increased chapter vitality and visibility. The
service project should conclude with a social
activity (such as bowling, movie, or pizza
party) to have fun, celebrate the chapter’s
success, and build community.
Advisor awareness of national Psi Chi
service projects. The advisor should look
at the Psi Chi website where the national
service projects are described. On the soon
to be launched new website, there will be
other service project suggestions added
in addition to the national service projects. Currently, Psi Chi recognizes Adopt
a Shelter, Food Drives, and Habitat for
Humanity as national service projects.
If the advisor’s lack of familiarity goes
beyond knowledge of service projects, then
the chapter might consider some of the
advice provided in Case P.
Chapter programming and visibility. As
stated earlier, there are a number of ways to
enhance chapter programming and vitality. With regard to service, the process for
identifying and starting a service project can
model the creation of programming that
goes beyond the scope of service. Students
may also consider involving in service project students not currently in Psi Chi, such
as other psychology majors and Psychology
Club members. These groups could provide
excellent recruiting pools for building membership ranks in the future, particularly once
they have had a chance to become involved
with Psi Chi service activities.
Over time, the service project and
other programming will build morale,
cohesion, and vitality, and the chapter can
begin to expand the scope of its activities.
Documenting the planning process involved
in organizing service activities will maintain
the continuity of the chapter over time,
establishing traditions and legacies that will
continue well into the future (Weaver, 2008).
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Conclusion
Good leadership is a multi-faceted challenge
requiring good support (Weaver, 2008).
One such support is the Psi Chi web page,
www.psichi.org, which is rich in ideas to
support vibrant and vital chapters. Websites
that address the topics in the three scenarios
include the following:
1. Chapter Officer Guidelines
www.psichi.org/chapters/off_guidelines.asp

2. Chapter Officer Resources
www.psichi.org/chapters/for_officers.asp
Melinda Schuricht and Shana Pitler

Dr. Melinda Leonard and Elizabeth Gramiak

3. Faculty Advisor Resources
www.psichi.org/chapters/advisors.asp

4. Chapter Activity Guide
www.psichi.org/chapters/ch_act_guide.asp

5. Chapter and Officer Handbooks
www.psichi.org/pdf/handbook.pdf
www.psichi.org/pdf/guide.pdf

6. Psi Chi Service Projects
http://www.psichi.org/chapters/serviceprojects.asp

7. Eye on Psi Chi
http://www.psichi.org/pubs/eye/home.asp

8. Psi Chi Awards and Grants for Chapters
http://www.psichi.org/awards/chptr_awards2.asp

Letricia Brown, Dr. Vincent Prohaska, and Lucy Messerschmidt

Dr. Christina Sinisi and Dr. Katherine Marsland

Dr. Alice Eagley and Dr. Susan Krauss Whitbourne

Jordan Hoffman, Chelsea Derlan, and Dr. Steven Lloyd

We encourage officers and advisors to
become familiar with the organization’s
many resources, to attend Psi Chi sessions
at regional and national conventions, and
to participate in Psi Chi at the regional
and national levels. We also encourage
chapters to implement measures to ensure
a smooth transition for new officers and
advisors so they can maintain the chapter’s
importance in the life of its members and the
department.
Learning to become a leader is a
continual process that extends long after
one’s term of office is completed. Psi Chi
understands the importance of this process
and in response to this awareness, provides
support and mentoring for success now and
in the future.
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Convention Calendar

PSI CHI NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
May 22–25, 2009

21st Annual Convention
of the Association for
Psychological Science
San Francisco Marriott
San Francisco, California
For information:
Association for Psychological Science
Telephone: (202) 293-9300
Email: convention@psychologicalscience.org
Web: www.psychologicalscience.org/convention/
schedule.cfm
August 6–9, 2009

117th Annual Convention of the
American Psychological Association
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
For information:
American Psychological Association
Telephone: (202) 336-6020
Email: convention@apa.org
Web: www.apa.org/convention/
August 6–9, 2009

80th Annual
Psi Chi National Convention
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
For information:
Psi Chi National Office
Telephone: (423) 756-2044
Email: conventions@psichi.org
Web: www.psichi.org/conventions

PSI CHI REGIONAL CONVENTIONS
February 18–21, 2009

Southeastern
Psychological Association
The Sheraton New Orleans
New Orleans, Louisiana
For information:
Rosemary Hays-Thomas, PhD
Telephone: (850) 474-2070
Email: sepa@uwf.edu
Web: www.sepaonline.com
March 5–8, 2009

Eastern Psychological Association
Westin Convention Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
For information:
Arnold L. Glass, PhD
Telephone: (732) 445-4637
Email: epaexec@rci.rutgers.edu
Web: www.easternpsychological.org

April 16–18, 2009

April 1-5, 2009

Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association
Hotel Albuquerque at Old Town
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Society for Research in Child
Development

For information:
Diane Martichuski, PhD
Telephone: (303) 492-4246
Email: diane.martichuski@colorado.edu
Web: www.rockymountainpsych.org

For information:
Web: www.srcd.org/biennial.html

April 23–26, 2009

Western Psychological Association
Portland Marriott
Portland, Oregon
For information:
Chris Cozby, PhD
Telephone: (928) 277-4660
Email: cozby.wpa@gmail.com
Web: www.westernpsych.org
April 30–May 2, 2009

Midwestern
Psychological Association
Palmer House Hilton
Chicago, Illinois
For information:
Mary Kite, PhD
Telephone: (765) 285-1690
Email: mpa@bsu.edu
Web: www.midwesternpsych.org

STUDENT CONVENTIONS
March 13 - 14, 2009

2009 Great Plains Student
Psychology Convention
University of Nebraska at Kearney
Kearney, Nebraska
For information:
www.unk.edu/acad/psychology/
April 4, 2009

Mid-Hudson Psychology Research
Conference
Mount St. Mary College (NY)
Newburgh, New York
For information:
www2.newpaltz.edu/midhudsonpsyconf/
April 18, 2009

Mid-America Undergraduate
Psychology Research Conference
Franklin College
Franklin, Indiana
For information:
http://psych.eiu.edu/mauprc/

April 2–4, 2009

Southwestern
Psychological Association
Sheraton Gunter Hotel
San Antonio, Texas
For information:
Dr. Raymond Russin
Telephone: (402) 426-7202
Email: russinr@sbcglobal.net
Web: www.swpsych.org

OTHER MEETINGS
March 12 - 15, 2009

Anxiety & Health: Translating
Research Into Practice
29th Annual Conference of the Anxiety
Disorders Association of America

Hyatt Regency Tamaya
Santa Ana Pueblo, NM
For information:
www.adaa.org

SRCD Biennial Meeting

Denver, CO

April 23–26, 2009

International Psychology
APA Div 52 Mid-Winter meeting
at WPA in Portland

Portland Marriott
Portland, OR
For information:
Web: www.webmavens.org/div52/index.htm
May 7–8, 2009

Breakthrough Strategies to
Teach and Counsel Troubled Youth
The Problem-Kid Problem-Solver
Workshop

Seattle, Washington
For information:
Web: www.youthchg.com/live.html

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES
May 27-30, 2009

Thirteenth International Conference
on Cognitive and Neural Systems
(ICCNS)
Boston, Massachusetts
For information:
Web: http://cns-web.bu.edu/cns-meeting/
conference.html
May 28–31, 2009

ICPM -1st International
Course on Pain Medicine
Granada Congress and Exhibition Center
Granada, Spain
For information:
Web: www.icpm.net
June 11 - 13, 2009

Canadian Psychological Association
(CPA) Annual Convention
Montreal, Quebec
For information:
Web: http://www.cpa.ca/

O

ne of the many
benefits Psi Chi offers
its members is the
excellent series of programs
the honor society sponsors
at regional and national
psychology conventions.
These programs provide
members with an opportunity to present their research
in a professional setting; to
participate in panel discussions, conversation hours,
symposia, and lectures with
eminent psychologists; and
to network with students,
faculty, and other psychologists from a wide variety of
backgrounds and interests.

National Conventions
For additional information about
a Psi Chi program to be held at a
national convention, contact the Psi
Chi National Office or refer to the
“Conventions” section online at
www.psichi.org/conventions
Regional Conventions
For additional information (such as
poster presentations) about Psi Chi
programs at regional psychological
association conventions, contact the
Psi Chi regional vice-president for that
region (see page 2), or refer to the
“Regional Conventions” section online
at www.psichi.org/conventions
Student Conferences
To recommend a student convention,
meeting, or program for inclusion in
the Convention Calendar, you may
enter that information online at
www.psichi.org/conventions/
addnew.asp
The information you enter will also be
provided on the “Conventions” section
at www.psichi.org/conventions

July 14–17, 2009

ISPP 32nd Annual Scientific Meeting
Overcoming Political Violence, Injustice,
and Deprivation: Perspectives from
Political Psychology

Trinity College
Dublin, Ireland
For information:
Web: http://ispp.org
June 28-July 2, 2009

32nd Inter-American Congress
of Psychology
Guatemala, Guatemala
For information:
www.sip2009.org
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Chapter Activities

W

ith over 1,000
chapters across
the country, Psi
Chi members can make a
significant impact on their
communities. Let us know
what your chapter has been
doing and share your fundraiser ideas with others. See
submission information
listed below.
Submission deadlines*
Fall: July 1
Winter: October 1
Spring: December 15
Summer: March 15
* Reports received (postmarked) after the deadline will
appear in the next issue of Eye on Psi Chi.

Submission specifications
• Only activities that have already occurred
and are submitted in paragraph form will be
published.
• Do not send future plans, calendars, or
summarized lists.
• Limit reports to 250 words. If you wish
to report more extensively on a special
activity, series of programs, etc., contact the
National Office at eye@psichi.org.
• Write your report in the third person rather
than the first person (e.g., “the chapter
sponsored” vs. “we sponsored”).
• Include full names, degrees, and titles of
speakers/leaders, their institutions, and
their topics.
• Report chapter events such as: discussions,
lectures, meetings, socials, fundraising
events, conventions, field trips, and honors
received by students, faculty members,
and/or the chapter.
• Report attempted solutions to chapter
problems—those that were effective and
those not so effective.
• Color photos are welcomed; the number
of photos per chapter is limited to two per
issue. Include accurate, typed captions.
Photos may be mailed (include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope for returned
photos) or emailed to psichi@psichi.org.
For digital photos, email only high-quality
resolution images (600K) using a 5-orhigher megapixel camera. Do not send
digital printouts from a photo quality printer.
• Photographs and chapter reports submitted
to Eye on Psi Chi may be featured on our
website (www.psichi.org).
Abbreviations:
APA
American Psychological Association
APS
Association for Psychological Science
EPA
Eastern Psychological Association
MPA
Midwestern Psychological Association
NEPA
New England Psychological Association
RMPA Rocky Mountain Psychological Association
SEPA
Southeastern Psychological Association
SWPA Southwestern Psychological Association
WPA
Western Psychological Association
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East
Centenary College (NJ)
This academic year started with a change
of the faculty leadership. Dr. Christine
Floether stepped down as faculty advisor
after many years of dedicated and
excellent service. The new faculty advisor
is Dr. Keith Morgen. The Psi Chi chapter
was busy organizing two events for the
local domestic abuse and sexual assault
crisis center while also running a food
drive for a local food bank. The chapter
recently began the transition of student
leadership with new officers Megan
Gajary (president-elect), Valerie Hanna
(vice-president elect), and Meredith
Feci (secretary-elect). The chapter
thanks Jacqueline Onorato (outgoing
president), Heather Boralsky (outgoing
vice-president), and Lauren Kreeger
(outgoing secretary/treasurer) for all
their hard work the past two years.
Fordham University at Lincoln Center (NY)
The Fordham-Lincoln Center chapter
completed another active semester in fall
2008, hosting 16 diverse activities with
the Fordham Psychology Association
and other groups. In September,
120 members heard activist Somaly
Mam’s (Cambodia) talk on “Speak
Truth to Power: One Woman’s Fight
Against Human Trafficking.” A studentfaculty open house was followed by a
workshop with James Porter (Kaplan)
on “Preparing for Standardized Tests.”
A mini-conference on international
psychology included a workshop entitled
“Student Involvement in International
Activities,” later published by the APA
International Division. The chapter had
a law-psychology tour of Bronx Supreme
Court with Officer Tony Monge. Ronald
G. Shapiro (IBM) offered a workshop
on “Human Factors Psychology.” A
conference on the history of psychology
featured a presentation on 25 years of
Psi Chi at Fordham. In November, two
workshops with 14 speakers advised
students on graduate schools and careers
in psychology. The chapter’s largest
event was hosting the 20th Greater New
York Conference in Behavioral Research
featuring presentations by 51 student
and faculty researchers, and a reception
saluting 13 distinguished researchers
including Jason Young (Psi Chi Eastern
Regional Vice-President) and Vincent
Prohaska (Psi Chi Past-President).
Maria Volpe (CUNY) lectured on
“Preparing for a Career in Mediation.”
Chapter members visited the second
annual Psychology Day at the United
Nations. In December, the chapter’s
induction ceremony was followed by
the Eighth Fordham Holiday Healing
Circle featuring four speakers combining
psychology and faith. A law-psychology

lecture by Lawrence Kobilinsky (CUNY)
focused on “Forensic Science Today:
Image and Reality.”
Fordham University at Rose Hill (NY)
The Fordham University at Rose Hill
chapter concluded an active spring 2008
semester under dynamic new president
Chelsea Gloth and her team of officers.
On September 17, 20 students heard
James Porter from Kaplan Center offer
a workshop on “Preparing for the GRE
Exam: Why and How” with Charles
Lewis (psychometrics professor) as
discussant. On October 15, 24 students
attended the 9th Rose Hill Symposium
on Careers in Psychology, cosponsored
with the Rose Hill Psychology Society.
Five Fordham experts described
preparation for specific careers: Andrew
Cronan (internships), Howard T.
Everson (assessment), David S. Glenwick
(clinical), Keith Cruise (forensic), Harold
Takooshian (nonpsychology careers).
On November 19, Bernard Stratford
(student activities director) offered
students his career advice following the
chapter induction of 12 new members.
On December 10, officers met to plan the
spring 2009 schedule.
Lehman College, CUNY
Right from the start of the fall semester,
the officers of the chapter were active
with fundraisers. Three successful
bake sales were held with members
contributing food. These events also were
used to promote Psi Chi and raise
interest among students. Officers and
members met every two weeks, or more
often when needed, to plan events and
discuss other important issues pertinent
to chapter activities. Letricia Brown
(treasurer) participated in regular
community service in the Bronx and
Willa Ivory (community service officer)
participated in a Breast Cancer Walk.
The chapter held a Graduate Workshop
to inform members about selecting
graduate programs and creating terrific
grad school applications. Lucy
Messerschmidt (president) and members
Zenaida Bough and Alaysha Germosen
presented their research at the 20th
Greater New York Conference on
Behavioral Research on November 14;
Ms. Bough received the conference’s
Scarpetta Award for the best undergraduate paper submitted. On November
20, 21 new members were inducted into
the chapter.
Slippery Rock University (PA)
The fall semester for the chapter of Psi
Chi has been a very busy one. The first
social event was a Welcome Back Party
so that everyone could get to know all of
the new members. The chapter also had
a Halloween Party to carve pumpkins
and socialize. The last social event was

a Christmas party in December to wrap
up the semester and say goodbye until
next year.
The chapter held a graduate school
discussion for all psychology majors
to ask questions of the psychology
professors and to hear a guest speaker
discuss spirituality and psychotherapy.
The chapter planned many fundraising
activities. First, members asked for
donations outside of a local Wal-Mart.
They worked at two separate job fairs on
campus as well as sold tickets to raffle off
two $50 gift cards to a local gas station
chain. As a chapter, members conducted
several service projects including serving
Thanksgiving lunch at an in-patient
mental health center and organizing a Psi
Chi team to participate in a fundraiser
for St. Jude’s Research Hospital. Members
have many exciting events planned for
spring semester and look forward to
starting back.
Southern Connecticut State University
During October, the chapter participated
in the annual campus Homecoming
Parade by dressing up to represent a
wind farm for the “Going Green” ecofriendly theme. Advisor Dr. Marsland
represented the wind while Sarah Block
(president) used pinwheels to represent
the wind farm. It was a fun time with
a lot of laughs and memories gained
from it. In November, the chapter held
an information luncheon to help with
membership and recruiting officers
for spring 2009 to fulfill secretary and
treasurer duties after its current officer
graduated in December. The luncheon
was delicious and a great success
with many new people showing up to
share their ideas for the future of the
organization. The chapter also elected
two officers for the open positions: Katie
Fusco for secretary and Whitney Lavery
for treasurer.
Stevenson University (MD)
Chapter members attended the National
Synergy Conference sponsored by Psi
Chi and Psi Beta held on October 17-18
at Carroll Community College. Chapter
members created and sold beaded
bracelets and necklaces as a fundraiser.
Wagner College (NY)
The chapter of Psi Chi started off the
semester with high hopes of raising
awareness for suicide prevention.
As early as the third weekend of the
semester, members were baking and
using their passion for awareness to sell
cookies and cupcakes to raise funds
for an upcoming walk. Combining
the bake sale profits and additional
Right: Psi Chi officers and new members of
Fordham University at Rose Hill (NY),
with speaker Bernard Stratford (far right).
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First Psi Chi Chapter in Puerto Rico

University of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez Campus

Dr. Guillermo Bernal (installing officer) and the executive board of
the University of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez Campus: Virginia
Ramos (treasurer), Sharlaine Ortiz (secretary), Frances Figueroa
(vice-president), Zaadé Torres (president) and Dr. Bernadette
Delgado (advisor).

University of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez Campus
The University of Puetro Rico, Mayagüez Campus
(UPRM), made history as the first chapter of Puerto Rico
inducted into Psi Chi, the National Honor Society of
Psychology. A group of 24 students and two professors
from the psychology program were inducted October
23, 2008. During the induction ceremony, Dr. Guillermo
Bernal (professor of the Psychology Department at
the University of Puetro Rico, Río Piedras Campus
and distinguished member of Psi Chi), noted that
the establishment of this chapter is an important step
for all of the UPR system. It establishes a community
of academic excellence and forms a mentor research
program that looks for professional improvement in
all of Puerto Rico.

Members of the first Psi Chi chapter in Puerto Rico at the
University of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez Campus
Back row: Dr. Guillermo Bernal (installing officer), Dr. Jorge
I. Vélez-Arocho (chancellor), Yarimar Ortiz, Jenniffer Aponte,
Bianca Viñas, Valeria Pecunia, Kristen Fernandez, Grace
Viñas, Yassiera Cedano, Linnette Jimenez, Rosally Bisbal,
Marilis Gonzalez, Antonio Romaguera, and Sara Gonzalez.
Front row: Jaris Delgado, Amarylis Velez, Virginia Ramos
(treasurer), Dr. Bernadette Delgado (advisor), Zaadé Torres
(president), Frances Figueroa (vice-president), Sharlaine
Ortiz (secretary), Gisela Adorno, Wanette Vargas, and Dairalys
Hernandez.
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Drury University (MO) Chapter of Psi Chi at the fall 2008
induction; from left: Lauren Cunningham, Jannelle Engel
(new member), Temitope Orenuga, Jessica Maurer, Nathan
Crumm, and Joshua Nielsen (new member).

Lehman College, CUNY, Chapter of
Psi Chi at the fall 2008 induction.

The Millersville University (PA) Chapter delivered a large pickup truck load of food items to
the Lancaster County Council of Churches (LLCCC) Food Bank in Lancaster, PA. Holding donated
items are standing, from left: Lindsay Russell (secretary) and Dr. Susan Luek (faculty advisor).
Seated are, from left: Rebecca Alexander (treasurer), Abbye Zimmerman, Brittany Taylor, Desiree
Paddock, and Nicolle Nestler (vice-president). Standing in front of the food bank receiving area
are, from left: Sarah White (president) who presents a donation check to Raquel Rivera, LCCC
Food Bank coordinator.

donations, they were able to raise
$655 for the American Foundation for
Suicide Prevention’s (AFSP) Out of
the Darkness walk. Despite the rainy
weather, there was a great turnout from
chapter members and other students
from Wagner College. In weeks following
the walk, Psi Chi joined efforts with the
Psychology Club for a suicide awareness
week. They distributed informational
brochures, hosted movie nights, and held
a formal discussion with speakers from
the AFSP. Peg Farrell and Maryanne
Krenz from the New Jersey AFSP chapter
led a powerful discussion about suicide
awareness and coping with personal
losses. Students left feeling emotionally
charged wanting to spread even more
information to their campus community.
At the end of the week, all students
and faculty were invited to an informal
dinner to discuss the week’s events and
future ideas for the chapter.
Following a successful suicide
awareness week, Psi Chi hosted a
graduate school workshop where
faculty and students discussed masters
and doctorate degree opportunities
in psychology and related fields. The
semester concluded with a welcoming
reception for new inductees and their
loved ones while senior members
showed their support, embodying the
commitments of the society.

Midwest
Psi Chi Chapter of Coastal Carolina University (SC) welcomed its
new members at the 2008 fall induction.
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Central Michigan University
The chapter of Psi Chi hosted many
events during the fall semester. The
chapter participated in the annual
Mainstage event on August 24 in
which registered student organizations
from all across campus displayed their
information to potential members of

the student body. On September 2, the
chapter had its first general meeting—an
informational meeting about what
Psi Chi has to offer undergraduates
interested in psychology. All of the
chapter’s general meetings included
some form of snack and an ice-breaker
to get to know one another better.
On September 16, the chapter had a
Grad Prep session, where packets were
distributed about all aspects of graduate
school (resumes, personal statements,
and letters of recommendation) for
various fields of psychology. The chapter
held its annual Grad Panel event on
September 30 in which graduate students
from different areas of psychology spoke
about their experiences. On October
11, the chapter hosted its semi-annual
GRE practice exam with a representative
from Kaplan. The chapter’s Class
Hash session was held on October 14.
Those in attendance shared with each
other their psychology undergraduate
experiences. On October 28, the chapter
had a Halloween-themed jeopardy
event—all about psychology (with
prizes!). On November 11, the chapter
hosted a panel of professionals—Kathy
Terrance (director of Crisis Center at
Listening Ear), Deb Poole (professor and
professional forensic psychologist), and
Martha Wriggs (social worker at Central
Hospice)—to speak about what a degree
in psychology has to offer. In addition
to numerous socials held throughout
the semester (e.g., bonfire, dinners,
bowling, etc.), the chapter also hosted an
induction banquet for the new members
of fall 2008 on November 16.
Eastern Michigan University
This academic year, the chapter used
its meeting times as tutorials on how
to get into graduate school or what you
can do with a psychology degree. Each

Chapter Activities

Zenaida Bough (Scarpetta Award winner) and
Lucy Messerschmidt of Lehman College, CUNY,
with certificates from the 20th Greater New York
Conference on Behavioral Research.

meeting was like a workshop, bringing
in faculty to share their experience and
expertise. Topics centered on writing
a personal statement, gaining research
experience, and learning a little bit more
about the different fields in psychology.
Chapter goals for the year are to assist
undergraduate students with psychology
careers decisions, and give them tips and
strategies to become a good candidate
for graduate school. Also, the chapter
assisted with National Depression
Screening Day, and the chapter president
submitted an abstract for the MPA’s
annual convention. This year, the Psi
Chi chapter was also present at the
groundbreaking ceremony for the new
Mark Jefferson Science Complex at EMU.
Roosevelt University, Chicago Campus (IL)
The chapter started the 2008-09 school
year focusing on encouraging students
to see themselves as professionals in
training. After a school-funded trip to
the 2008 APA Convention in Boston,
the officers shared summaries of the
workshops they attended with other
psychology students. Heena Khan
(former vice-president) presented her
research poster at the convention and
met Dr. Philip Zimbardo. During the fall
semester, each of the general meetings
ended with a Psychology Student Social,
which was very popular. These socials
gave students an opportunity to meet
each other and practice for professional
networking socials.
The chapter also hosted three major
workshops. The first was entitled “Career
Options for Psychology Students,”
paneled by Bernard Leibowitz, PhD,
CMC (Leibowitz & Associates), and
Janna Henning, JD, PsyD (Adler School
of Professional Psychology). The second
was entitled “Career Negotiation Skills
for Women.” The final workshop was

At Fordham University at Lincoln Center (NY)
on November 14, some of the 110 students and
faculty researchers at the 20th Greater New
York Conference on Behavioral Research.

“The Business of Psychology,” which
outlined some considerations for anyone
interested in the entrepreneurial end of
psychology. The chapter was fortunate to
welcome a five-person panel consisting
of Gina Demos, ADTR (Dance and
Movement Therapy Center), Tomi
Wahlstrom, DM (Otavala Consulting),
Madeline Rich, PsyD (former COO
of YWCA of Greater Chicago), Brian
Ragsdale, PhD (CEO of Talk it Out), and
Stephen Laser, PhD (Stephen A. Laser
Associates). Members hope for some
great events in spring 2009!
Southwest Baptist University (MO)
At the beginning of the fall semester,
the chapter hosted the school-wide
GRE preparation seminar. The seminar
provided students with lecture-style
tutoring within each of the four areas
of interest on the GRE. Four professors
were chosen to teach the subjects of
writing, mathematics, vocabulary, and
statistics. These professors did their best
to provide members with good study
methods and accompanying material.
The second item on our chapter’s agenda
was attendance at the Midwestern
Christian Psychology Conference. The
chapter represented its university with
presentations ranging from political
involvement to stress management. The
conference was a great experience for
everyone. The last event that Psi Chi
completed was its service project. This
semester, members decided to help the
community of Bolivar, Missouri, while
still making it fun for the participants.
The chapter held its first ever Rake-NRun. This event split participants up into
teams and had them compete against
each other to see who could rake the
most lawns. Participation in the event
even included people outside of Psi Chi.
The Rake-N-Run turned out to be great

Emporia State University (KS) Psi Chi Chapter
members and officers at the fall 2008 induction.

Above: Wagner College Chapter of Psi Chi at the fall 2008 induction.

Left: The Dowling College (NY) Psi Chi Chapter just completed its 8th
Annual Thanksgiving Food Drive for the needy. This year, the Psychology
Club / Psi Chi chapter set a record in filling over 70 boxes with over 2,200
pounds of quality foods which will help approximately 115 families in
Suffolk County, Long Island, NY. The Dowling College Thanksgiving Food
Drive lasted over five weeks and it was conducted in conjunction with the
St. Vincent de Paul Society (which distributes the food). Pictured with one
of the food shipments are the Dowling College faculty advisors Dr. Robert
Youth (with the Psi Chi cap) and Dr. Mitchell Laube.
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Left and above: University of Wisconsin, Green Bay, Chapter members and Dr. Regan
Gerung (faculty advisor) participate in the Jingle Bell Run/Walk for Arthritis

fun, and allowed members to help some
senior citizens in need of yard work.
Overall, the semester was very fruitful
and fun.

Rocky Mountain
Southern Adventist University (TN) Chapter of Psi Chi inductees: from left, are Cortney Hayes,
Laura Jimenez, Kristi Aasheim, Christa Hand, Emily Jewel, Bryce Schalk, Mia Slocumb, Dessie
Hoelzel, Ingeborg Hogganvik, and Salenna Russello.

The Northern Kentucky University Chapter collected underwear and socks for
a local mental health organization. Shown “dropping their drawers” are officers
Mary Mann, Lauren Rawe, and Ashley Albers.
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Colorado State University
Fall semester, the Psi Chi chapter was
very active. During the beginning of the
semester, Psi Chi officers were involved
in Ram Welcome, a welcome weekend
for incoming freshmen students,
and Student Involvement Expo, an
opportunity to invite new members
to apply to Psi Chi and become active
members. Throughout the semester,
the Psi Chi officers and members were
involved with many different fundraising
activities and service events. Members
volunteered three nights with Ram
Ride, which is a safe ride program that
provides a ride home for students who
need one. Members participated in the
Cans Around the Oval, which is a food
drive for the local Food Bank, and they
collected approximately 600 pounds of
food. The chapter also hosted a graduate
student panel for students interested in
learning how other students got into
graduate school. It also hosted a Personal
Statement Writing Workshop, which
members enjoyed.
Two speakers in psychology were
invited to talk to Psi Chi members:
Tom Pyszczynski talked about Terror
Management Theory and the way it
can be used to help explain terrorism;
and Mark Benn, who is a counselor at
Colorado State, also spoke about keeping
the magic in the holiday season. He also
provided tips on creating a low-stress
holiday season. Fall semester was very

productive, and members look forward
to the next semester!
Northwest Nazarene University (ID)
The weather in Nampa, Idaho, was
perfect: blue skies, mild temperatures,
and no wind! The Psi Chi members
and other student volunteers, led by
Linsey Strader (president) set up the
course for the 3rd Annual Northwest
Nazarene University Scholarship Walk/
Run. The idea of using a Walk/Run
for a community event was developed
by Psi Chi members four years earlier.
Each year, the new council selects an
organization in the community for which
funds will be raised. The students spent
six months preparing for the event in
cooperation with the Alumni Office
and the university’s department chairs.
Local business and alumni donate
operating funds, prizes, materials, and
volunteers’ time to help with the event.
Friday afternoon during Homecoming,
students, alumni, and community
members gathered in front of the
Johnson Sports Center. The Elite Run was
first. Linsey Strader (president) pulled
the trigger, and the runners started
on their first lap through the streets of
the community on the 5K run. Linsey
pulled the trigger again, and the casual
walkers and runners started their path.
The event was successful and money was
raised for scholarships and for Families
ETC, a nonprofit counseling clinic run
by graduate students. In addition to this
major event, Psi Chi students hosted a
welcome party for all new and returning
psychology students, raised money for
travel scholarships by selling chocolates
at the Boise Philharmonic Concerts, and
enjoyed a Christmas party at the end of
the semester.

Chapter Activities

Psi Chi Chapter of Utah State University at the Recycling Center; from left, clockwise:
Michael Sirrine (president), Bailey Bell (secretary), Maria Luisa Bates (Dr. Domenech
Rodríguez’s daughter), Talisha Wheatley (member), Victoria VanUitert (member), and
Dr. Melanie Domenech Rodríguez (faculty advisor).

Utah State University
The chapter of Psi Chi has been busily
collecting Box Tops for Education this
year in order to benefit a local elementary
school in need. Each semester has been
marked by several trips to the university
Recycling Center where Psi Chi members
hunted through bins of cereal boxes to
find the ever-elusive Box Tops. At the
end of the school year, Psi Chi members
will present the Box Tops to contacts at
the school.

Southeast
Charleston Southern University (SC)
The Charleston Southern University
(CSU) chapter of Psi Chi hosted many
events and speakers over the fall
semester of 2008. The list of speakers
were as follows: Dr. Kilpatrick (professor
of psychiatry and behavioral science and
director of the National Crime Victims
Research Center at MUSC), who spoke
about Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder;
Dr. Traci Fraley (adjunct professor at
the College of Charleston), who spoke
about becoming a clinical psychologist;
Mrs. Rita Shuler (forensic photographer
with South Carolina Law Enforcement
Division), who spoke about her high
profile cases; Dr. Christina Sinisi
(professor at CSU), who spoke about
applying to graduate school; Dr. Rachel
Walker (assistant professor at CSU), who
spoke about preparation for the GRE;
and Mrs. Glenda Nanna (director of
Counseling Services at CSU), who spoke
about the counseling profession.
Moreover, the chapter hosted several
informational and social events including
a CSU psychology quiz bowl, speakers
about the Study Abroad department

trips, internship presentations from
psychology students in the internship
program at CSU, an alumni panel, an
induction ceremony, a Christmas party,
and a club drop-in event to recruit new
members. Furthermore, the chapter
hosted and participated in numerous
service projects including: the
Heartwalk, the Memory Walk, Rock
the Block, Peace One Day Charleston,
Mental Health Awareness Day at
CSU, and an end of the year party for an
at-risk neighborhood. The chapter also
collected Christmas presents for
Sojourner’s House, care packages for
US soldiers, and books for a new library.
Additionally, they took a field trip to
Academic Day at The Citadel and won
third place in the quiz bowl. The chapter
is looking forward to another busy
semester in the spring!
Davidson College (NC)
In the fall semester, the Psi Chi chapter
inducted eight new members. Psi Chi
member Ben VanDyke organized and
implemented a New and Prospective
Psychology Major Mentoring Program
that matched over 30 underclassmen
with upperclass majors. In mid-October,
after hosting speaker Dr. Dan Ariely
(the Alfred P. Sloan Professor of
Behavioral Economics at MIT and
author of Predictably Irrational),
mentors and mentees came together at
Psi Chi semi-annual Dessert Social.
Lastly, before Thanksgiving, chapter
members volunteered at the Loaves
and Fishes food pantry of the Ada
Jenkins Community Center. The pantry
provides groceries and support to
people and families in crisis. The chapter
is looking forward to a great spring
semester!

Charleston Southern University (SC) Psi Chi Chapter at Academic Day at
The Citadel, which is hosted by the South Carolina Psychological Association.

The University of Findlay (OH) Psi Chi Chapter had its annual Majorfest event with a Dr. Seuss
theme in October to promote the field of psychology. Psi Chi faculty advisor, Dr. John Malacos, is
dressed up as CAT IN THE HAT while another psychology professor, Dr. Evelyn Buday, is dressed
up as THING 2.
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Clockwise (page 44):
Members of the Southwest Baptist University Psi Chi Chapter hard
at work during the Rake-N-Run event.
Psi Chi Chapter members from Hawai‘i Pacific University presenting
Dr. Philp Zimbardo with a lei and T-shirt: from left: Megan Blaine
(vice-president), Dr. Brian Metcalf (advisor), Dr. Zimbardo, Lindsay
Clements (copresident), Sofie Sorensen (Psychology Club), and
Tiana Hooper (Psychology Club).
Oklahoma State University Chapter of Psi Chi officers with
Dr. Rousseau; from left: Lucille Hawkins (secretary), Tara Johnson,
(treasurer), Dr. Rousseau (Distinguished Alumni Award recipient),
Lindsey Bardwell (philanthropy chair), Sarah McCormick (vicepresident), and Sara Hughes (president).
Psi Chi Chapter officers of California State University, Fullerton, at
“Kick-Off Party” with guest speaker from Kaplan; from left to right:
Kelly McMahon (vice-president), Beth Grandfield (president), Daniella
(Kaplan), and Melissa Warstadt (secretary).
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Northern Kentucky University
School shooters were the topic of the
chapter’s first meeting with a recordshattering 90 people attendance!
Dr. Kathleen O’Connor, a nationally
recognized expert on the topic (also an
alumae and part-time lecturer) discussed
the correlates of shooters and shooting
incidents. At other well-attended
meetings, Northern Kentucky University
(NKU) psychology professors spoke on
binge-drinking and college students (Dr.
Cecile Marczinski); the neuroscience
of politics (Dr. Mark Bardgett);
sexual assault on campus (Dr. Kim
Breitenbecher); and studying psychology
abroad (Drs. Cyndi McDaniel, Perilou
Goddard, Jeff Smith, Kathleen Fuegen,
and Bill Attenweiler). Additional
meetings featured an equine therapist
and an NKU career counselor.
In a formal November ceremony, the

chapter inducted 21 new members and
presented stoles to graduating seniors.
As always, the chapter operated the
Psych Club for all students interested in
psychology. With Psych Club,
Psi Chi organized a highly successful
department picnic, went Cosmic
Bowling, and sold hoodies and T-shirts.
Additionally, the chapter participated
in department, university, and
community service. These activities
included staffing a psychology booth at
an event for new students, participating
in NKU’s Service on Saturday, and taking
part in two charity walks.
The chapter ended the year with an
officers’ lunch and the second annual
Drop Your Drawers for Mental Health
drive, which involved collecting
underwear and socks for a local mental
health organization.

Chapter Activities

Above: Jonestown Massacre survivor,
Mr. Vernon Gosney (far right), speaking to
an audience of 130 at a Hawai‘i Pacific
University Chapter of Psi Chi sponsored
event on the eve of the 30th anniversary of
that tragedy on November 18, 2008.
Left: The Psi Chi volunteers from West
Virginia University Chapter before cooking
dinner at the Ronald McDonald House.

Texas State University-San Marcos (TX)
Psi Chi Chapter visits the Austin State Hospital.

Southern Adventist University (TN)
The chapter’s annual Psi Chi induction
took place on November 2, 2008.
Eleven of the seventeen inductees
prepared to be formally inducted in
the Psi Chi chapter. Present members,
officers, sponsors, faculty, and many
others attended this event. The guest
speaker, Dr. Robert Brown, enlightened
members with knowledge and personal
experiences regarding his profession
in the field of psychology. The evening
progressed successfully and ended with
a light reception that created the perfect
atmosphere for welcoming the new Psi
Chi members.
The Citadel (SC)
The fall semester for the Psi Chi chapter
was productive. The chapter proudly
inducted 11 new members and 5 transfer
members and participated in a variety

of activities that included learning,
service activities, and professional
development. The chapter hosted three
informational sessions for students in
the psychology department. The first
session included presentations by three
undergraduate students who discussed
summer internships in psychology. The
next meeting hosted Steve Nida, PhD
(psychology department head), who
spoke about preparing for upcoming
conference presentations. Finally,
Julie Lipovsky, PhD (professor of
psychology), informed the psychology
department about internatational service
opportunities and shared her own
experiences in Ghana with students.
The chapter was involved in two service
projects: preparing and serving a meal
at Crisis Ministries (a local homeless
shelter) and volunteering at the Buddy
Dance (a Halloween celebration for

people with disabilities). The chapter
also cohosted Academic Day with
the South Carolina Psychological
Association for the second year in a row.
Academic Day was once again successful
as undergraduates from across the
state participated in a psychology quiz
bowl, several informational sessions,
and keynote addresses by Drs. Linda
Bartoshuk (University of Florida) and
Danielle Ripich (University of New
England). For the final activity of the
semester, the Psi Chi chapter cohosted
the Lowcountry South Carolina
Psychological Association’s Winter
Social, where students gathered to
discuss current issues in psychology
with professionals.
University of Mary Washington (VA)
In the fall semester, new inductees were
welcomed during psychology classes

to recognize those students that met
the criteria for Psi Chi induction. First
semester inductions were held with a
dramatic rendition of the Platonic myth,
as is a tradition at Mary Washington.
A party followed the inductions, which
everyone enjoyed. In mid-October, Psi
Chi participated in the Graduate in
Residence lecture with former Mary
Washington graduate Bob Franklin.
Members also held a drive for the local
American Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) and
collected much needed items for the
shelter. A Personal Statement Writing
Workshop was held for students to
perfect their statements for graduate
school applications. A Curriculum Vitae
Workshop was also sponsored by the
chapter to inform students of the do’s
and don’ts of a curriculum vitae.
The chapter is currently working on
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Northwest Nazarene University (ID) Psi Chi Chapter organized the Homecoming Walk/Run as a community service project for fall 2008.
The elite runners take off on the 5K run. Rob Carlson, a psychology minor and minor liason to the Psi Chi chapter council, is front and center.

fundraising and is planning for the
annual Psi Chi Symposium.
West Virginia University
The West Virginia University (WVU)
“Mountaineer” Psi Chi Chapter had a
productive and fun-filled fall semester.
One of the highlights was service at
the Ronald McDonald House at WVU
Children’s Hospital. Organized by Julie
Crouser and Darcey Powell (service
cochairs), members planned, served,
prepared, and cleaned up home-cooked
meals on four evenings. All food for this
“savory” service project was donated
by members. While not quite ready for
“Top Chef,” chapter chefs warmed their
own hearts in serving these families.
Another memorable event was the
chapter’s annual trip to the Fright Farm
at Halloween. Coupling scholarship
with experiential learning, Dr. Dan
McNeil (faculty advisor) provided a
talk before the event on “Fear, Anxiety,
and Loathing: Why are Haunted
Houses Scary?” At least the members
had a scientific basis to understand
their panic! Pizza, hot apple cider, and
s’mores around a campfire helped to ease
the tension surrounding the haunted
house and hayride adventure. Monthly
during the semester, Karen Myers
(education chair) promoted “Analyze
This: Students Talk.” At these informal
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events, two graduate students are invited
to provide advice and humor about the
graduate school admission process and
contemporary issues in psychology.
Led by Chelsea Derlan (president),
chapter officers and committee chairs
presented “Careers in Psychology” to the
undergraduate class. Ending the semester
on another positive note, members were
encouraged to “come and be a kid again”
and to reduce stress by finger-painting
and coloring, after an invited talk by
Dr. Cheryl McNeil (faculty member) on
“Parent-Child Interaction Therapy.”
Winthrop University (SC)
The chapter began the year by participating
in the university’s convocation picnic
and setting up a game table at Winthrop’s
Family Weekend Fair. The chapter also
had general meetings each month to
discuss upcoming events and to offer
information to members. For example,
at one meeting, the officers explained the
difference between a PsyD and a PhD. At
another meeting, two faculty members
discussed their research. The chapter
reinforced attendance with raffles
and pictures on its bulletin board. In
September, Psi Chi and the Psychology
Club organized the annual Welcome
Back Picnic for the department. The
chapter collaborated with the College
Republicans to sponsor a memorial

event for September 11. In addition, the
chapter organized a forum during which
faculty members shared information on
how to prepare and apply for graduate
studies. During October, the chapter
hosted a game night with Winthrop’s
Association for Computing Machinery
chapter. The chapter also ran a T-shirt
design contest to make money and
enhance group unity. In November, the
chapter spearheaded a book collection
for underprivileged children in the
community. The chapter allowed people
to write notes that were posted in the
department as a fundraiser to purchase
books. To conclude the semester, the
chapter threw an End-of-Semester party
to play games and decorate holiday
cookies. This academic year, three
of the five psychology senior awards
went to chapter members: Chelli Lowe
(president), Lea Queener (publicity
chair), and Wayne Murray (member).

Southwest
Oklahoma State University
The chapter of Psi Chi inducted 49 new
members at its fall induction ceremony on
November 21. Of the 49 new inductees,
22 were able to attend the ceremony with
parents, family, and/or friends. For the
first time, members performed the formal

induction and candlelight ceremony. The
preparation taken was definitely worth
it. The tone of the ceremony differed
from past ceremonies; students walked a
bit taller and a bit more proudly as they
received their certificates, membership
cards, and pins. For the first time, the
chapter also presented a Distinguished
Alumni Award to Dr. Arthur Rousseau,
MD, DFAPA, who graduated from
Oklahoma State University in 1974 and
served as president of the chapter in his
senior year. He is presently in the private
practice of psychiatry in Oklahoma City.
He decided to pursue medicine rather
late in his college career. He stated that he
loved being a doctor and asserted that the
major of psychology is an ideal major for
anyone interested in entering the health
professions. The ceremony was followed
by a reception where Dr. Rousseau talked
with students and faculty
Texas State University–San Marcos
During the fall 2008 semester, the
chapter was involved in various
activities on campus and within the San
Marcos and Austin communities. The
chapter collaborated with Texas State’s
Psychology Association to organize a
student/faculty mixer. Members also
volunteered to spend a day with the
children at the Greater San Marcos Youth
Council (GSMYC), an emergency home

Mr. and Mrs. Au, parents of Dr. Julie Au (Psi Chi chapter faculty coadvisor of Northwest Nazarene University, ID), were the oldest
walkers in the Homecoming Walk/Run. It was their second year participating, and this year they brought some young friends.

for abused children and teenagers. The
chapter organized a fundraising event
by selling candy grams for Halloween
and having deliveries made in costumes.
The leftover candy grams were also
donated to the San Marcos Treatment
Center, GSMYC, and the faculty in the
psychology department. Every year, the
city of San Marcos organizes a fall festival
for the local children in which they dress
up in costumes, play games, and receive
candy. The chapter volunteered at the
event and operated two of the game
booths. One of the most anticipated
events of the year is the chapter’s visit
to the Austin State Hospital. Members
provided food and drinks, and played
games and conversed with the patients.
The chapter had a very productive year
and is looking forward to the next!

Western
California State University, Fullerton
At the conclusion of the fall semester,
the California State University, Fullerton
(CSUF) chapter of Psi Chi gladly
welcomed 26 new members in a formal
induction ceremony. The evening took
place in CSUF’s own Student Union
building. Faculty, Psi Chi members,
friends, and family joined in the
celebration and enjoyed a delicious

dinner and dessert. Several members
and participants were recognized
with certificates for their active and
extraordinary participation in this
semester’s events. The chapter held 13
events during the semester including
three general meetings, service drives,
and various workshops and fairs.
Students learned about the graduate
school application process with three
informational workshops: GRE, Statement
of Purpose, and Curriculum Vitae/
Resume workshops. Interactive speakers
from Kaplan and CSUF’s Career Center
(Debbie Darling) taught students very
helpful tips for successfully applying to
graduate programs. Also, the chapter held
a successful book collection service drive
which raised an incredible 150+ books
donated by students and faculty! The
books will be sold to fund future Psi Chi
events or donated to a used bookstore.
The most beneficial community events
were the National Alliance on Mental
Illness (NAMI) Walk and the Memory
Walk, which earned funds for Alzheimer’s
research. The chapter also enjoyed a social
get together—watching a scary movie
and snacking on treats. Overall, the fall
semester was very successful. The 2008–
09 officers look forward to the second
half of the academic year with plans for
more instructive and fun events to bring
together psychology students.

California State University, Stanislaus
For the fall semester, the chapter
sponsored a collection drive for the local
Haven Women’s Center and Local United
Samaritian Foundation. The chapter
collected women’s toiletries, clothing
for winter, and toys for Christmas. The
chapter also had two guest speakers:
an informative session with Dr. Kurt
Baker on submitting to WPA and guest
lecture by Dr. Victor Luevano on “Four
Signs That He’s Looking for a One-Night
Stand.”
Hawai‘i Pacific University
Summer and fall 2008 began in a big
way for the Hawai‘i Pacific University
(HPU) chapter of Psi Chi: being awarded
Model Chapter status for the first time
and having Caitlin Macy (past-president)
named recipient of the Kay Wilson
Leadership Award. Ms. Macy graduated
in May and gave an acceptance speech at
the APA’s annual convention in Boston.
Ms. Macy is succeeded by continuing
officers Lindsay Clements and Lauren
Kagami (copresidents).
The fall semester saw the chapter
participating in the university’s Club
Carnival and attending two Registered
Independent Organization’s Power
Breakfast events. The chapter organized
and took part in three Psychology
Program Symposium Series events in

which guest speakers were brought
in to talk to students. In addition, the
chapter held biweekly officers meetings.
In conjunction with the University of
Hawai‘i’s Psi Chi chapter, a joint beach
picnic was held. The chapter participated
in two community service projects:
a day-long Children’s and Youth Day
event at the Capitol for families, and an
HPU event called Halloween Hoopla,
providing families with a safe and free
place to trick-or-treat at fun-filled
student booths. The chapter’s theme
for their booth was a haunted prison,
inspired by Dr. Phil Zimbardo’s speaking
appearance on campus and in Honolulu
a few days earlier. The chapter organized
an educational event called Zimbardo
Night to prepare students for his visit to
HPU and lectures in town. On the eve
of the 30th anniversary of the Jonestown
Massacre, the chapter, in conjunction
with advisor Dr. Brian Metcalf, invited
Jonestown survivor Vernon Gosney to
speak at HPU. Students were able to
learn firsthand how and why this tragedy
occurred. To close the semester, the HPU
chapter inducted eight new members
at the university’s Honors Brunch and
conducted a half-day Graduate School
Workshop for psychology students.

PSI CHI Meeting Pack
Everything you need to host your
next successful Psi Chi event. This set
includes 25 twelve ounce royal blue stadium cups,
50 white beverage napkins, and 25 six inch disposable
white plates. All items display the Psi Chi seal.

$35 per set

PSI CHI MERCHANDISE ONLINE @ www.psichi.org/products/
T-shirt—Long Sleeve
These long-sleeve T-shirts are
100% preshrunk cotton with
covered seams at the neck
and armholes. White with
navy silk-screen logo and
lettering on front and back.

Ball Cap
Light khaki color, these
baseball caps have
“Psi Chi” and the logo
embroidered on the
front in navy.

15

$

PSI CHI Decals
Your choice of round Psi Chi seal or rectangular Psi Chi logo with key.
Both are printed in blue on clear background with cling surface on
either side for easy adhesion anywhere you like.

21

$

1 each

$

Registration Book
Permanent-bound
book to record new
members as
they are inducted.
31 pages
(front/back)

PSI CHI Post It Cube
285 white Post It Notes with Psi Chi logo printed in
blue on all four sides. Perfect for dorm room or faculty
advisors’ desks. Measures 2 3⁄4” X 2 3⁄4.” Height 1 3/8.”

20

$

Grey Sweatshirt
Ash grey pullover sweatshirt
with custom screen print of “Psi
Chi” in white and key emblem in
white and navy blue on front of
sweatshirt. Hanes Beefy, no shrink
brand, 75% cotton/25% polyester.

25

$

Compact Umbrella
With PSI CHI Logo
Compact umbrella folds to just 9 inches
but opens to an amazing 42 inches for
excellent protection against the elements.
Umbrella is navy blue with Psi Chi logo in white.

15

$

6 each

$

